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ABSTRACT

Very low frequency (VLF) electromagnetic wave injection experiments were

conducted on 23-24 January 1988 from a 42-km horizontal dipole antenna located at Siple

Station, Antarctica The experiment consisted of a diagnostic format transmitted for one

minute every five minutes for a 10 hour period between 1700 UT and 0300 UT These

signals were received and recorded at the conjugate magnetic field point location at Lake

Mistissini, Canada. A detailed analysis of this data clearly demonstrates hot plasma effects

such as saturated power levels, exponential growth rates, sideband formation and

triggered emissions due to wave-particle interactions. These hot plasma effects remain

constant over a time scale of 30 seconds but show large variations over a time scale of 5

minutes. These VLF signals were used to simulate "whistler waves" which occur naturally

and are amplified by energetic electrons spiraling around magnetic field lines near the

geomagnetic equator. Navy VLF communications are strongly affected by the presence of

whistler waves.

The electron and whistler wave interaction can be described by a theoretical model

which is very similar to that used for free electron lasers (FEL). Using computer

simulation most of the hot plasma effects seen in the Siple Station data can be modeled

and compared to free electron laser characteristics such as saturation, electron trapping,

tapering, and sensitivity to energy distributions.

Two dimensional computer simulations in coordinates z and t have predicted that the

CEBAF Infrared (IR) FEL can observe limit-cycle behavior when operating within its

design parameters. The IR FEL is driven by a high quality electron beam with a

micropulse length comparable to the slippage distance. At moderate values of the

desynchronism, the optical power will oscillate periodically over several hundred passes

through the resonator. The limit-cycle power oscillations are caused by "marching

subpulses" that grow at the trailing edge of the optical pulse through a super-radiant

process, and pass through the main optical envelope.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of "whistlers" began with the earliest days of radio communication.

Whistlers are tones that sweep over many frequencies within the audio range and sound

like whistles or musical type signals. At the time, prior to World War I, whistlers were

heard, but their origin was not known. Then in 1919, Barkhausen officially published the

first account of whistlers while studying the currents in the earth's ionosphere. Between

1930 and 1935, Barkhausen and Eckersley wrote a paper describing the theory of

whistling atmospherics in great detail [Ref 1]. They said, "Whistlers originate from

impulsive atmospherics, or lightning, and travel through the outer ionosphere, following

the lines of force of the earth's magnetic field and crossing over the equator at great

heights." [Ref 1] Even then, they knew that the dispersion measurements of whistlers

yielded information about the density of electrons in the ionosphere.

These originally published experimental observations lacked supporting theoretical

computations, until L. R. 0. Storey published his work on whistlers in 1952. Storey

performed a systematic study of whistlers over many years before making conclusions

about the variations of whistler properties. Then, he formulated and published the first

theoretical work on the dispersion relationship, group velocity, and time-delays due to

field-aligned ducted propagation of a whistler. Finally, in 1965, R. A. Helliwell published

the first comprehensive book on whistlers that incorporated both experimental

observations and theoretical explanations for most ionospheric phenomena [Ref 2].

The study of whistlers has long been a topic of concern for the military. Some of the

first reports of whistlers came from Germans attempting to listen to Allied telephone

conversions during World War I [Ref 2]. Since then, whistlers have been a problem to

communication lines and navigation systems as described in Chapter II.

In order to better understand whistlers, Siple Station was built in Antarctica in 1972.

This station was used to transmit very low frequency (VLF) signals along field-aligned



magnetospheric ducts which were received at Lake Missiniti, Canada. These VLF signals

were used to simulate the properties of whistlers and their propagation paths in a

controlled fashion. Chapter III describes the experiment and equipment used at Siple

Station. Also included in Chapter III is a brief description of the magnetosphere and the

Van Allen Belt electron properties.

Chapter IV begins with a detailed study of frequency and amplitude information

received from Siple Station on 23-24 January 1988. Examples of single and multi-path

propagation are shown, and the theory behind ducted propagation is presented. Examples

of triggered emissions from the transmitted signals are shown and defined. Characteristic

properties of the wave-particle interaction between the VLF wave and the hot plasma

electrons are presented. These include exponential growth of the VLF signals, saturation

of the VLF signals, sideband formation after saturation, and triggered emissions at signal

termination. The concept of threshold power and the use of Siple Station signals as a hot

plasma diagnostic tool are presented.

In Chapter V, a theory is developed to explain the amplification of the VLF signals in

the inhomogeneous magnetosphere. The whistler mode dispersion relationship is derived

from Maxwell's equations and the cold electron current. Then the VLF wave equation is

developed by including the hot electron current in Maxwell's equations. Finally, the self-

consistent motion of each hot electron is described by solving the Lorentz force equation

driven by the VLF wave and the earth's inhomogeneous magnetic field. Amplification of

the VLF signal occurs because of a gyro-resonant condition between the wave and

counter-streaming hot electrons with energies of t I keV. This interaction occurs in a

hypothetical region at the geomagnetic equator along the field line of interest in the

magnetosphere. The interaction region is - 1000 km long and a few degrees of latitude

wide. Chapter V concludes with a parallel made between whistler amplification and the

free electron laser (FEL). This discussion includes the idea of a "tapered" interaction and

the electron pendulum equation that results from a homogeneous geomagnetic field.
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In Chapter VI, the equations of motion for each hot electron are solved

simultaneously with the VLF wave equation using computer simulations. These equations

are numerically integrated given an appropriate set of initial conditions. Chapter VI

includes simulations for a variety of initial conditions illustrating the effects of gain,

saturation, the trapped-particle instability and the inhomogeneous magnetic field, The

simulations are able to produce most of the effects seen in the actual experimental data

with the exception of triggered emissions. Equations that have traditionally been used to

predict and distinguish the regions of high and low gain, and strong and weak fields for

FELs are tested on the VLF wave simulations. Finally, the effects of an initial electron

energy spread are shown for tapered and non-tapered scenarios.

Chapter VII deviates from the world of geophysics and enters the world of free

electron lasers. In this chapter, a short pulse effect, known as limit-cycle behavior, is

predicted to occur in the Continuous Electron Beam Acceleration Facility (CEBAF)

infrared (IR) FEL. Limit-cycle behavior is the result of a super-radiant process that occurs

when the electron pulse length is comparable to the slippage distance. This process causes

the optical power to oscillate even though all operational parameters are held constant.

This chapter concludes with a comparison between whistler interactions and free electron

lasers.

In Chapter VIII, suggestions for improving the VLF wave simulations are made The

major area of improvement includes the incorporation of more realistic distributions

describing the hot electron's energy and pitch angle,

3



II. MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY OF WHISTLERS
AND FREE ELECTRON LASERS

A. NAVY VLF COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

"Whistlers" are very low frequency (VLF) radio signals in the audio-frequency range

that resemble a "whistle" [Ref 2]. Whistlers are characterized by their large sweep in

frequency over a short time period. A typical whistler can sweep 500 Hz in one second.

Whistlers can be heard over most audio frequency radio equipment and even long runs of

telephone line. They are typically initiated by strokes of lightning and propagate in both

the earth's ionosphere and magnetosphere. The density of whistler signals is dependent

on the time of day, the earth's magnetic activity, location on earth and the weather

Whistlers are more common at mid-latitudes and because of poor propagation conditions

are not observed at the equator nor the poles. The waveform of a whistler is sketched in

Figure 2-la. Also shown in Figure 2.1b, is a simple sketch of the usual way whistlers are

displayed with frequency along the vertical axis and time along the horizontal axis. A

complete description of all known whistler types is found in Appendix A. [Ref. 2]

Impulse Whistler

f cps b
6000

4000

2000]

0

Figure 2-1. Idealized waveform (a) and spectrum of a whistler (b). [Ref 2]
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Because the Navy depends heavily on VLF signals, the study of whistlers is

warranted. The Navy uses VLF radio signals as its primary means for long range

communication with submarines. Because of the long wavelengths involved, VLF signals

can travel large distances with low attenuation in the earth-ionospheric waveguide and can

penetrate sea water to a depth of 10 to 30 feet. Therefore, VLF is used extensively as the

primarily means of transmitting everything from the news to nuclear release orders to

submarines. There are many VLF transmitting stations in the United States. They are

listed in Table I-l. [Ref 3]

TABLE 1-1. VLF TRANSMITTERS.

Call Sign Transmitter Frequency Latitude Longitude
NSS USN Maryland 21.4 kHz 390 N 76 0 W

NPM USN Hawaii 23.4 kHz 210 N 1580 W
NAU USN Puerto 28.5 kHz 180 N 670 W

Rico
NAA USN Maine 24.0 kHz 450 N 670 W
NLK USN 24.8 kHz 48 0 N 122 0 W

I Washington _ I I

Not only are VLF signals used for communications, they are also used extensively for

long range navigation systems. Both Loran and Omega are navigation systems that

operate in the VLF, medium frequency (MF), and low frequency (LF) bands. Loran-A,

originally devised during World War II, operates at 1850-1950 kHz with a range of

approximately 450 to 800 nautical miles (nm) by day and up to 1400 nm at night [Ref 4].

Loran-C operates at 90 to 110 kHz so that both ground wave and sky wave modes are

possible [Ref 5]. The ground wave mode has a range of approximately 1200 nm and the

sky wave mode with two reflections can be received up to 4000 nm.

Omega operates at 10 to 14 kHz. Since this system operates at very low frequencies,

it has an effective range of 5000 to 6000 nm and can penetrate sea water so that

5



submarines can use it at periscope depth. Atomic clocks are required to synchronize the

transmitted and received signals. Only eight stations are necessary to cover the entire

globe, with three stations being accessible at any location. [Ref 41

B. EFFECTS OF WHISTLERS ON VLF SIGNALS

As stated earlier whistlers are initiated by lightning discharges known as "spherics"

which are impulsive in nature. Spherics themselves constitute a major impediment to VLF

navigation and communication system as a source of intensive static or noise. Suppose

that a transmitter is sending out a VLF signal with constant amplitude, and a receiver,

some distance away, is receiving the signal. Typically, the wave energy will propagate in

the earth-ionosphere waveguide, interacting with the two boundaries in a manner that is

dependent on the electrical properties of the two boundaries. This is illustrated in Figure

2-2 [Ref 6]. Because the electrical properties, such as the conductivity and the relative

permittivity remain essentially constant over many seconds or minutes, the signal strength

remains essentially constant and may be synchronized and received.

lower Ionosphere (ii)

xl - Earth 5surtice

transmitter receiver

(h)
191• at Aft 29 Mec 99_.,_

56

52

1 481 1 - L L

7 43 7 44 7 45

time (UT)

Figure 2-2. Schematic representation of a VLF signal (top) propagating under ambient
conditions with the relative signal strength shown (bottom) [Ref 6].
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When sudden (< Is) or impulsive changes in one or the other waveguide boundaries

occur, the amplitude and the phase of the signal beyond the disturbance also suddenly

changes This can be a significant problem when binary data is being transmitted. A

sudden change in the lower boundary (i.e. the ground or water) is not as likely, and will

not be considered here. A sudden change in the upper boundary occurs frequently, and is

caused by solar flares or by energetic electrons being dislodged from the radiation belts.

"When a whistler or a manmade VLF signal is launched, it can enter the magnetosphere via

a ducted mode discussed in Chapter III and interact with gyro-resonant electrons. During

this interaction, the electrons give up energy to the VLF wave and amplify it. If sufficient

energy is transferred, the electron cannot sustain its original orbit, and is precipitated out

of the magnetosphere into the ionosphere. Figure 2-3 (top) schematically illustrates this

type of disturbance. The disturbance grows in size as the precipitated electrons cause

secondary ionizations where they slow down. Figure 2-3 (bottom) shows a typical VLF

signature disturbed by a lightning-induced ionospheric disturbance.

dlstorbed region

nIh 16"' A I

'I re elvertrans Marle

44 5 at AR, 29 [kc R9? • ..--. ,r.--

rn60

5~2

i 48
7 46 7 47 7 48

lime (UT)

Figure 2-3. Schematic diagram of a perturbed ionosphere (top) and a typical VLF
signature after a lightning-induced disturbance (bottom) [Ref 6].
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The disturbed region recovers back to its ambient state after approximately 100 s This

characteristic signature is commonly referred to as a "Trimpi event", consisting of a quick

(<1 s) perturbation followed by a relatively slow (-:100 s) recovery.

Therefore, whistlers can affect Naval VLF signals directly and indirectly. Directly,

they can initiate and sweep over transmitted frequencies resulting in low signal-to-noise

ratios at the receiving station. Since they are VLF also, they can travel large distances and

cause communication problems over a large area. Indirectly, whistlers can enter the

magnetosphere where they can interact with electrons in the Van Allen Belt causing them

to precipitate. This precipitation can cause Trimpi events which form "pimples" on the

upper ionosphere waveguide boundary that can disrupt communications for many seconds.

This thesis concentrates on the magnetospheric interaction between electrons and

manmade VLF signals, which are used to simulate whistlers.

C. SHIPBOARD USE OF THE FREE ELECTRON LASER

With the current threat of third world arms proliferation and the uncertainty

surrounding the breakup of the Soviet Union, many new countries are achieving the

capability of launching cruise and ballistic missiles capable of reaching the Unites States

and its allies. Sophisticated point defense systems such as the Patriot missile (ground-

based) or the Phalanx Close-In Weapon System (ship based) are not good enough to

defend against new and improved tactical cruise missiles that are capable of 10 g terminal

jinking maneuvers. These new missiles could be defended against with a defensive missile

of roughly 3 times the maneuverability or 30 g's; however, this same technology would

eventually be applied to the offensive weapon. The escalating "see-saw" between

offensive and defensive kinetic energy missiles is not practical nor achievable Therefore,

the need for a speed of light weapon is obvious. The question becomes, "What type of

speed of light weapon is best suited to fit the needs of the Navy?"



The answer is, of course, a laser. After, the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) started

in the early 1980's, both neutral and charged particle beams were proven to be inefficient

methods of transporting energy through the atmosphere. This left the laser as the only

viable option. Currently, two types of laser systems are under development that are

capable of generating the necessary power for defensive purposes. They are the mid-

infrared advanced chemical laser (MIRACL) and the free electron laser (FEL). High

energy lasers (> 1 MW) can effectively counter high speed and quick reaction targets. A

missile traveling Mach 2 at a range of 5 km would only close 5.7 mm during the time it

takes the light to reach it. Typical dwell times required to destroy an incoming missile are

on the order of 2 seconds. This has obvious advantages over the tracking and homing

limitations of conventional counter-defense missiles.

The Mid-Infrared Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRACL) at White Sands Missile

Range is a deuterium fluoride (DF) chemical reaction laser. The laser output, at 3.8 lýtm, is

rated for powers greater than 1 MW. The laser bums NF2 and D2 to produce excited

DF*. The reaction takes place in a resonant optical cavity that couples the coherent

radiation as the DF* de-excites The DF gases are exhausted from the cavity using steam

ejectors. This by-product gas is acidic and highly toxic. Successive testing of the

MIRACL system has been conducted against supersonic drones

On the other hand, the FEL is another high power laser design with many advantages

over the chemical laser. The FEL uses a relativistic beam of high energy electrons as the

lasing source [Ref 71. Unlike conventional lasers or chemical lasers, a FEL is not a device

based on atomic transitions The electrons radiate as they "wiggle" through a periodic

magnetic field. Therefore, there is no limit to the magazine depth since the supply of

electrons is endless. It will be shown in Chapter VII, that the wavelength of a FEL is

proportional to the squared inverse of the electron beam energy Therefore, the FEL's

output is tunable over many wavelengths just by adjusting the electron beam energy

FELs have demonstrated output wavelengths from the infrared (IR) to the ultraviolet

9



(UV). The advantages of having a tunable laser are numerous. The optimal wavelength

can be selected so that atmospheric degradation is minimized, and missile skin damage is

maximized. Finally, compared to a chemical laser the FEL is a clean weapon. Electrons

are much more manageable than a hot, acidic DF gas. Therefore, shipboard personnel are

at less risk while the FEL is operating.

There are, however, some problems that the FEL must overcome before it could be

placed onboard a ship. Even though FELs have high peak powers (GW) [Ref. 8], none

have demonstrated the high average power required for a ship-based weapon. Second, the

FEL and support equipment require a large amount of space. Therefore, it would be

impossible to place the system on an existing surface combatant. Finally, to operate a FEL

with an output of 2 MW and a wallplug efficiency of 20%, the system would require 10

MW of electrical power. This load would be too large for the onboard turbine generators.

Therefore, new electrical distribution equipment would have to be designed. However, all

electrical-drive ship designs, recently being considered, could easily transfer electrical

propulsion power over to the FEL. Even with these drawbacks, the FEL is a young and

promising technology that deserves the Navy's attention.

10



III. VLF WAVE-INJECTION EXPERIMENTS FROM
SIPLE STATION, ANTARCTICA

A. THE MAGNETOSPHERE

In order to understand how radio waves and whistlers are amplified, it is imperative to

accurately describe the environment in which they propagate The terms and illustrations

developed in this chapter are important in order to understand the experimental and

theoretical concepts developed later Throughout this thesis, the earth's gtc nagnetic field

is assumed to equal the field produced by a perfect dipole magnet. This of course is not

exactly true because of the solar wind. The magnetosphere is broken into two regions

separated by a boundary known as the magnetopause. The geomagnetic field lines all

close inside the magnetopause. This boundary separates the region where the earth's

magnetic field is closely approximated by a dipole from the region where the action of the

solar wind strongly distorts the earth's field. The region outside the magnetopause is

known as the magnetosheath. A bow shock wave forms on the sun side of the earth as the

solar wind causes the magnetosphere to be compressed. As the solar wind passes over

and around the magnetosphere, a "tail" is formed which has been observed to stretch out

over hundreds of earth radii. Figure 3-1 illustrates the magnetosphere components and

how the solar wind distorts the shape. [Ref 91

By concentrating on regions inside the magnetosphere, the dipole magnetic field

approximation is applicable and accurate This region changes size depending on the time

of day, time of year, solar activity, and particle injection events. This region includes the

plasmasphere which is made up of a "cold" background plasma that determines the bulk

properties of the media and a "hot" plasma which makes up the earth's Van Allen radiation

belts. The cold background plasma consists of electrons and protons ranging in energy

from approximately 0 1 to I eV. Their concentration can be described by diffusive
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equilibrium models with densities ranging from about 10,000 particles/cm 3 at ionosphere

heights (;t1000 kin) to about 200-400 particles/cm 3 at the plasmasphere boundary. The

plasmasphere boundary, called the plasmapause, was discovered by using naturally

occurring whistler waves and is characterized by a significant decrease in cold plasma

density [Ref 10]

MA OP SE

P.LAM " E, .,

SY: : TAIL

Figure 3-1. A schematic diagram of the earth's magnetic field demonstrating the
components of the magnetosphere.

The hot plasma includes electrons and protons having energies ranging from about

keV to 100 MeV which are trapped in helically precessed orbits illustrated in Figure 3-2.

These energetic particles follow the magnetic field lines and bounce between magnetic

conjugate points. As the particles move away from the equator their kinetic energy is

12



transferred from parallel velocity components to perpendicular velocity components. A

convenient parameter to monitor during a particle's trajectory is its pitch angle,

ct=tan 1J (3.1)

where ot is the angle between the particle's perpendicular velocity, I, and its parallel

velocity, V [Ref 11] Therefore, the particle's pitch angle increases as it moves away

from the equator until it equals 900 , and then bounces and heads the other way The

"bounce latitude" for a particular particle is determined by knowing its pitch angle at any

particular latitude on its path. The particles also precess around the earth because the

magnetic field is non-uniform, since it gets stronger closer to the earth. Therefore, the

particles spiral in non-symmetric helical paths that "walk" or "drift" around the earth

5 5

-5 1 -5
-5 x 5 -5 x 5

Figure 3-2. Example of one electron's bounce (right) and drift motion (left) in a dipole
field where distances are in earth radii.

A detailed example demonstrating the formulation of these dynamics can be found in

Appendix B. Typical bounce periods for 1L5 keV electrons range from 4 to 7 seconds and
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typical drift periods range from 40 to 60 hours. Figure 3-3 plots the bounce period and

the drift period for a 1.5 keV electron versus its equatorial pitch angle.

- Bounce Period (sec) -- Drift Period (hr)

8 -- 100

X6* -~ 80

CL 60o

S40 IL

.20

0 0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Initial Electron Equatorial Pitch Angle (deg)

Figure 3-3. Plot of a 1.5 keV electron's bounce period and drift period versus the
electron's initial equatorial pitch angle at L = 5. 1.

If an electron has a sufficiently low pitch angle at the equator, it will travel far enough

down its respective field line to enter the ionosphere. Once the electron has entered the

ionosphere, it can easily interact with many positively charged ions where it can chemically

bond or lose enough energy from collisions that it will not bounce and return along a field

line. These electrons are lost from the Van Allen belts due to this depletion mechanism

known as "precipitation". This limiting equatorial pitch angle subtends a solid angle

known as the "loss cone" within which there are no electrons. For a given equatorial pitch

angle, an electron will travel a certain distance into the ionosphere. Figure 3-4 plots the

equatorial pitch angle an electron must have for a given L-shell to reach an altitude of h =

1000 km. This "loss height" is somewhat arbitrary but agrees with experimental

observation [Ref. 11]. The equatorial loss cone pitch angle is insensitive to changes in h
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as Figure 3-4 also illustrates. The L-shell, or the Mcllwain L-parameter, is a convenient

wav to describe a given magnetic field line in terms of the radial distance at which the field

line crosses the geomagnetic equator,

R,

where Req is the radial distance to the geomagnetic equator and Ro is the mean radius of

the earth (6370 km). [Ref 11] The details of Figure 3-4 formulation are also presented in

Appendix B.

--- 5-- Loss Cone Pitch Angle for h Loss Cone Pitch Angle for h
=1000km =0km

25.00 -

SS 
20.00

0 15.00 ,
-cZ

"M < 10.00-

DUU

0.00

1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 11 00

Geomagnetic L-Shell Parameter

Figure 3-4. Plot of the electron equatorial loss cone pitch angle versus L-shell where h is
the ionospheric loss height.

B. SIPLE STATION EQUIPMENT AND ANTENNA DESCRIPTION

Very-low-frequency (VLF) transmissions began in Antarctica in 1965 with a 33.6-

kilometer (km) dipole laid on the ice at Byrd Station (68.2'S, L=7.25). This facility was

used jointly by Stanford University and the University of Washington [Ref. 12]. However,

the geomagnetic latitude of Byrd Station was too high for receiving ducted transmissions
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in the conjugate hemisphere [Ref 13]. Accordingly, a lower latitude site (60.8°S, L=4 2)

was selected where a 21 -km horizontal dipole antenna and a VLF transmitter were placed

in operation in 1972 at Siple Station. The receiving and recording station was located at

Lake Missiniti, Canada. This antenna, with a resonant frequency of 5.1 kHz, was used to

diagnose the magnetosphere for eleven years. In 1983, a new 42-km horizontal dipole

antenna with a one-half resonant frequency of 2.49 kHz was put into operation. This

longer, lower wavelength antenna had its resonant frequency in the center of the 1-4 kliz

band that had been found to be ideal for wave injection experiments [Ref 14].

In January 1983, current and voltage measurements for the 42-km antenna were made

for the second resonance frequency of 7.75 kHz. The current distribution throughout the

antenna allows the ideal transmitted power to be computed assuming the earth is a lossy

flat plane. The vector potential for the horizontal dipole antenna is computed using,

A = ix(e kho9e)+ Rh(o)e-ikhc'(e)) (3.3)

where Ax is the complex vector potential amplitude in the x-direction, k is the wave

number, h is the antenna height above ground, Rh is the reflection coefficient, and 0 is the

polar angle in spherical coordinates [Ref 15]. The complex vector potential amplitude is

given by [Ref 15]

-,k LI2

A. 4 J I(X)e'•"se-()dx (3.4)
-L12

where f is a unit vector in the x-direction, p is the permeability of the propagation

medium, r is the far-field radial distance from the center of the antenna, and I(x) is the

current distribution along the antenna. Once the vector potential is calculated, the electric,

E, and magnetic, H, fields are obtained and expressed in spherical coordinates as [Ref.

15)

E= -io(A,6O + A,) (3.5)

and
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(36)

where (o is the wave frequency and rq is the intrinsic impedance of the medium. The

Poynting vector follows from the cross product of the real parts of the electric and

magnetic fields. In this case, the magnitude of the time-averaged Poynting vector, Si,

simplifies to

1= [- -. { 7

where the * denotes the complex conjugate. The Poynting vector magnitude is integrated

over the upper hemisphere of the antenna,

P = ff1d4 (38)
upper
hemsphere

to yield the total power, P, emitted by the antenna. Table 3-1 below gives the

characteristics of the Siple Station 42-kmn antenna. [Ref 12] The radiated powers are

calculated numerically using Table 3-1 and Equations (3.3) through (3.8) [Appendix C].

The radiated powers in Table 3-1 are consistent with the values reported by the STAR

Laboratory at Stanford University.

TABLE 3-1 PROPERTIES OF THE 42-km ANTENNA AT SIPLE STATION,
ANTARCTICA

Frequency Impedance Attenuation Phase Phase Radiated

(kHz) (Q)) Constant Constant Velocity Power

(Np/m) (rad/m) (mis) (kW

2.49 75 1.4E-5 7.5E-4 2.09E8 1.7

7.75 415 1.8E-5 2.2E-4 2.17E8 ,031

1340 770 4.5E-5 3.7E-4 2.20E8 0 ý17
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C. DUCTED VLF WAVE PROPAGATION THEORY

In order for whistler waves or VLF signals to interact with counter-streaming

electrons in the magnetosphere, they must follow the same magnetic field lines for an

extended distance. Typically when a RF wave is launched, either naturally or manmade,

some of the signal is trapped in the earth-ionosphere waveguide while the rest escapes into

space depending on the local index of refraction, incidence angle and many other factors.

However, measurements made at conjugate magnetic receiving stations, show that RF

waves can travel along "ducts" which form around magnetospheric field lines [Ref 21.

Duct propagation was primarily determined first by the delay time measurements made at

the receiving station since the launch time was known.

Electromagnetic waves bend in response to changes in the index of refraction and the

index of refraction changes as the local electron density fluctuates. Therefore, the

anisotropy of the ionosphere and magnetosphere at very low frequencies can act to guide

the path of propagation approximately in the direction of the static magnetic field.

Evidence has shown that for non-ducted VLF signals, the wave-normal angle becomes too

large and exceeds the critical angle for total internal reflection. In that case only a weak

evanescent signal would be received on the ground. [Ref. 21

To discuss the theory of VLF wave trapping, a ray tracing duct model is used. The

duct is formed by enhancements in the index of refraction caused by the electron density

profile. A useful parameter for studying ducting is the ratio of the whistler wave

frequency to the electron gyro-frequency, A = ao / Q. A special condition occurs when the

wave frequency is one-half the electron gyro-frequency, A = 0.5. The phase and group

velocities are equal and the entire character of propagation changes. Most whistler and

triggered emission phenomena occur near this frequency for reasons not well understood.

Figure 3-5 illustrates the ducting ray traces for "crest trapping" and "trough trapping," In
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these two figures, N(0) is the electron density on the axis of the irregularity and N(P) is

the electron density at the outermost excursion of the ray path from the axis. The local

magnetic field direction is given by H.. [Ref 2]

X H H0

R 3

R3R

R2

IRI 
Q

Ray i Ray path

N(N) )

Electron dn~slt y 
y

Electron density

Figure 3-5 Ray trace in a field aligned irregularity. Crest trapping, 0 < A < 0.5 (left) and
trough trapping, 0.5 < A < 1.0 (right).

The need for ducted propagation was based on three observations of ground-based

whistlers. (1) A whistler which is excited by a lightning flash appears as a series of

discrete frequencies with shapes that are independent of the location of the lightning

source and location of the receiver. This result establishes that the paths of propagation
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are fixed in the magnetosphere and ionosphere and are a characteristic of the medium

only. (2) The second observation is closely related to the first and is based on whistler

echoes. Frequently, a whistler is observed to echo and the separation time of the echoes

for a given frequency is constant. This suggests that the signal follows the same path each

time it traverses the magnetosphere. (3) Finally, if a fully developed, well-defined nose

whistler is carefully analyzed, it fits, within experimental error, the theoretical predictions

based on purely longitudinal propagation. This close agreement between the shape of

each trace and the predictions of the purely longitudinal theory requires that the paths be

field aligned. [Ref 2]

D. SIPLE STATION TRANSMITTED FREQUENCY FORMAT

On January 23-24, 1988 a diagnostic frequency format lasting one minute was

transmitted from Siple Station every five minutes. This format consisted of a series of

fixed frequency pulses, frequency ramps, and parabolas between 1.9 kHz and 2.9 kHz.

The format was centered at the resonance frequency of 2.45 kHz for the 42-km antenna.

In addition to the frequency variations, transmitted power was either held constant or

ramped with a constant slope for some of the signals. Finally, in all cases but two, the

signals were right-hand circularly polarized and in those two special cases, one signal was

left-handed and the other was linearly polarized. Each signal was designed with a

particular experiment in mind in order to probe the different characteristics of the

magnetosphere. In the next chapter, a detailed study of the macroscopic properties of

each signal is presented. From this analysis, conclusions are drawn about the properties of

the magnetospheric duct these signals propagated. Figure 3-6 illustrates the transmitted

format with frequency (kHz) versus time (sec) during transmission and Table 3-2 gives the

details about each signal.
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HR241 SIPLE TRANSMITTER FORMAT

IH4.H!Dli
kHz

:123 4 5 6 7 .
*500 Hz-~ -3.0

f~et -2.5
-500 Hz- " -2.0

if I I 1 O 1 14111111111 ro81a4 66|8o16 1 loll iso m g |a oul s olls$ 61 n1 -1.5
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sec

Figure 3-6. Example of the HR241 Siple Station diagnostic format. The center frequency
is 2.45 kHz.

TABLE 3-2. HR241 SIPLE TRANSMITTER FORMAT AND SIGNAL
CHARACTERISTICS.

Signal Frequency Power Level Polarization Signal Time
(kI-Iz) Length (sec) Transmitted

la 2.4±.5 ramp 10 dB/sec Right Hand 1 0-00
lb 2.4 constant for 1/2 sec 1 0.01
2a 2.4±.5 ramp 10 dB/sec Left Hand 1 0:02
2b 2.4 constant for 1/2 sec 1 0-03
3a 2.4±.5 ramp 10 dB/sec Linear 1 0:04
3b 2.4 constant for 1/2 sec 1 0.05
4 2.4 ± .25 constant Right Hand 4 0 13

ramp

5 2.4 constant constant Right Hand 2 0:17
6 2.4 constant constant Right Hand 200 msec 0:38.5
7 2.4 constant 10 dB/sec Right Hand 2 0.41

for I sec I
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IV. ANALYSIS OF SIPLE STATION DATA FROM 23-24
JANUARY 1988

A. WHY WAS THIS DATA SET CHOSEN?

Between 1700 UT (universal time) on 23 January to 0300 UT on 24 January 1988,

the HR241 format described in Chapter III was transmitted from Siple Station, Antarctica.

This data set was selected from thousands of hours of transmitted data because of many

desirable characteristics. First of all, most signals that are transmitted from such a long

non-directional antenna excite many ducts. This occurs because poor directivity allows

many transmission angles to receive significant RF power. Also, the dispersive ionosphere

can bend and scatter signals into many magnetospheric ducts. Therefore, the receiving

Station receives signals that may have propagated through many ducts with different delay

times. This is called "multipath" propagation as illustrated in Figure 4-1. In this figure,

the top panel shows a whistler that propagated over three distinct paths with three distinct

reception time delays. This is usually not desired because it is difficult to analyze what

happen in just one duct. The bottom panel shows a pure, single-path whistler with its

echo approximately one second later. This data set showed little multipath propagation

over the ten hour period.

'' O, S. . .. -.. J I

F r W--,

Figure 4-1. Example of a multipath whistler (top) versus a single-path whistler (bottom).
Frequency is along the vertical axis and time is along the horizontal axis [Ref 2].
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To compare data that spans over a ten hour period, it is important that all signals

traverse the same duct and stay in the same duct. This is determined by first observing

single-path propagation and second, measuring the signal delay time. The signal delay

time is the time difference between transmission and reception Consistently throughout

the ten hour period, the delay time of each signal was four seconds. This was true when

different signals were compared to each other within the one minute transmission period

and when the same signals were compared to each other after each five minute off period.

These data were also interesting because of some atypical time variations in the type

and number of signals received. Moreover, there was an extremelv low density of

triggered emission activity observed during this ten hour period. It is important and

helpful to graphically study a few examples: (1) There were times during a one minute

transmission that only frequency ramped signals were received and a few cases when only

constant frequency signals were received as illustrated in Figure 4-2 and 4-3.

>,'
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V" -- N N-.- "- CMN....

Times Past 17:05 (UT) on 23-24 Jan. 1988

Figure 4-2 Times during the one minute transmission period when only ramped
frequency signals were received.
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Figure 4-3. Times during the one minute transmission period when only constant
frequency signals were received.

At the present, there is no theory or adequate explanation to describe why one type of

frequency profile was preferentially amplified and received. When this rare behavior is

observed, it is more likely that a frequency ramped signal will be seen. This occurs

because the signal is sweeping over a large frequency band which increases the probability

that the VLF wave will find a suitable resonance condition with the interacting hot

electrons. (2) Within a one minute transmission period, there was a total of 13 signals

transmitted. The total number of signals received at Lake Missiniti, Canada out of 13

transmitted varied significantly over the ten hour period. The percentage of signals

received in a one minute period over the ten hour time scale is shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4. Percentage of the total signals received in a one minute transmission period.

Using Figure 4-4 as a guide, an hour and a half window starting at 00:15 (UT) was chosen

to be studied in more detail because of the large percentage of transmitted signals received

during this period Even over a one minute time scale not all signals of the same type

were received Therefore, the mechanism for amplification can change abruptly during the

one minute transmission period However, Figures 4-2 and 4-3 depict that this was

usually not the case. One has to factor in that these signals may or may not be at the same

initial power (see Table 3-2) when analyzing Figure 4-4. (3) Finally, it is typical for Siple

data to be plagued with many triggered emission signals sprouting off transmitted signals.

"A triggered emission is any emission that appears to have been initiated, or triggered, by

another event or interaction such as whistlers, discrete emissions, or signals from VLF

transmitters [Appendix A]." Emissions can easily sweep fifty percent of their initiation

frequency and usually arrive in multiple ducts. Figure 4-5 demonstrates a transmitted

signal with rising and falling triggered emissions emanating from it. However, the data

received during the discussed ten hour period had a very low density of triggered

emissions and all but a very few cases the emissions were single-path Again, this made
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analyzing this data set easier. The triggered emissions usually occurred at the termination

of the transmitted signal and demonstrated very pure frequency sweeps with no sidebands.

These rare characteristics demanded a closer and in-depth study of the data set from 23-24

January, 1988

" * . .-'d
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Figure 4-5. An example of rising and falling triggered emissions [Ref 2].

B. RECEIVED FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE INFORMATION.

The receiving station recorded all of the data on magnetic analog tapes that are stored

at Stanford University. This raw data was processed with a 100-Hz band pass filter

around the center frequency of 2.45 kHz and then plotted on amplitude versus time

spectrograms as demonstrated with Figure 4-6 (bottom). The amplitude data was

obtained by taking the fast-Fourier transform of the data and applying a low pass filter in

order to eliminate high frequency "atmospherics" that are always present during data

collection. After removing the high frequency noise components from the data, the

inverse Fourier transform was performed. These atmospherics, or "spherics" for short, are

strong impulses produced by stokes of lightning and are what typically initiate whistlers.

Examples of spherics are seen as dark horizontal striping in Figure 4-5. In Figure 4-6, the

frequency and amplitude information are shown along the same time-scale axis where the
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large tick marks are one second apart The center of the dark frequency band is at 2 45

kHz and the maximum width is approximately 200 Hz and the triggered emission falls

approximately 600 Hz The amplitude of the signal saturates at approximatelv -10 dB

where -8 dB corresponds to 300 jiV/m Saturation is a direct result of non-linear wave-

particle interaction.

Exponential Growth

Sidebands
Triggered Emission

Exponential Growth

- - • Triggered EnJissionI j7I

Figure 4-6 Example of Signal 45 (constant frequency and power) illustrating growth,
saturation, sidebands and a tiggered emission. Frequency vs. time (top) and Amplitude
vs time (bottom) are against the same time scale where the tick marks are one second

apart
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1. Exponential Growth

As the VLF wave travels along a magnetic field line it may be amplified by counter

streaming energetic electrons that spiral around the same field line. The details of this

interaction are presented in the next chapter. The exponential growth rate for this

example is 35 dB/sec and is typical of the signals seen during the ten hour period. The

exponential growth continues until the signal saturates. Notice from Figure 4-6 that the

frequency (top panel) remains relatively narrow during the initial growth period, and then

broadens as sidebands are formed during saturation. The growth rates varied significantly

over the ten hour period as demonstrated by Figure 4-7 which displays a 1.5 hour

window This figure demonstrates large changes in growth rate over a five minute time

scale for Signal #5.

60.00 -

* 50.00
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S20.00
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0.00

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Time (min) past 0000 (UT) on 24 Jan. 1988

Figure 4-7. Plot of growth rate (dB/sec) versus time for Signal #5.

To investigate changes over a shorter time period, it is necessary to look at Signal #7

which was transmitted 24 seconds later. Figure 4-8 plots the ratio of Signal 47 growth

rate to Signal #5 Signal #5 and Signal #7 were chosen as pairs because they are the most

similar signals transmitted, This figure illustrates that the growth rates for these two
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signals are the same within the uncertainty of the measurement given by the error bars.

The average growth rate ratio was 0.95 -_ 0.19. It should also be noted that the growth

rates were difficult to measure precisely and contain an average uncertainty of_± 5 dB/sec.

From Table 3-2, Signal #5 was transmitted with a constant power level- however, Signal

#7 was ramped in power at 10 dB/sec. Therefore, one may ask how can these two signals

be compared if one has a transmitted power ramp in its profile" The answer to this will be

discussed fully later in this chapter.
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Figure 4-8. Ratio of Signal #7 (corrected) growth rate to Signal #5 growth rate during a
1.5 hour window.

2. Saturated Power Level

Typical to any system with negative feedback, an amplified signal reaches a steady-

state power level. Therefore, this section will discuss some of the properties of the

observed saturated levels and the next chapter will develop the wave-particle interaction

and feedback mechanism in detail. Once again the saturated power level for Signal #5
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varied significantly over a five minute time scale as illustrated by Figure 4-9. All of these

saturation levels are normalized to what is thought to be the lowest unamplified power

level during this 1.5 hour window. The calculation of the unamplified power level is not a

trivial matter and will be explained fully later in this chapter. Note the normalized power

levels, PfI/P in Figure 4-9 can also be thought of as gain levels,

Pf- P. P.G _P -1 (4.1)
P, P.

where G is the signal gain, Pf and P0 are the final power and initial unamplified power level

respectively. This is an excellent approximation when Pf >> PO.
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Figure 4-9. Chart of normalized power levels for Signal #5.

It is easy to see that gains as large as 35 dB are possible and that gains on the order of 30

dB occur frequently. Large gains like this are one of the main reasons these signals are

studied. If the mechanism of this gain process can be fully understood, similar principles

could be applied to free electron laser theory and design.
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It is interesting to see how the saturated power levels change on the 30 second time

scale. Just as was done for growth rate above, the ratio of the saturated power level for

Signal #7 to that for Signal #5 is plotted in Figure 4-10
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Time (min) past 0000 (UT) on 24 Jan. 1988

Figure 4-10. Chart of the ratio of saturated power level for Signal #7 to Signal #5

When both signals reached a saturated level within the one minute transmission penod,

their signals levels are approximately equal, and thus the ratio is one Using Chauvenet's

criterion [Ref 16] to reject outlying data in Figure 4-10, the average ratio was 1.02 :-

0 04 When one of the signals did not grow to saturation for one reason or another, no

correlation between Signal #5's and Signals #7's saturated signal level was observed, and

the ratio was not constant nor predictable. In general both signals did saturate and on the

30 second time scale, their saturated signal levels are nearly equal. Estimating the time

scale over which key experimental parameters change is useful in understanding the
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mechanisms that cause the change. For this reason, the time scale question will continue

to be emphasized throughout this chapter.

3. Sidebands

Sidebands produced during the ten hour period had the least variation of all of the

experimental phenomena observed. Sidebands were only observed if the transmitted

signal saturated, and were weakly observed in the fine structure of the subsequent

triggered emission. During the saturated portion of the received signal, up to 8 harmonics

of the sideband modulation were observed. The sideband frequencies were calculated by

two methods. First, after the signal saturated, the up and down amplitude peaks, seen in

the bottom panel of Figure 4-6, were counted and converted into a frequency Second,

the Af was read directly off the frequency-time histograms. Both of these methods

produced the same result within ± 5 Hz However, the second method is far easier and

more accurate because the amplitude variations are not simply sinusoidal because they

contain all of the sideband information. Therefore, it is not obvious which peaks

correspond to which sideband. The top panel of Figure 4-6 clevrly illustrates the sideband

broadening with Af : 25 Hz. The reader may compare the results with the bottom panel

of Figure 4-6. To illustrate the invariance of the sideband formation, Figure 4-11 plots the

first sideband of Signal #5 versus time during a 15 hour window. The average

modulation frequency for the first sideband of Signal #5 was 23.2 ± 1.8 Hz.
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Figure 4-11. Plot of the first sideband frequency Af versus time for Signal 45.

The formation of sidebands during an amplification process can be a complex subject

Sidebands are produced when the main carrier frequency is modulated by a secondary

interaction process causing the signal to "beat." The modulation or beat frequency (At)

can be many orders of magnitude less than the carrier frequency as is the case with the

Siple experimental data as well as common FM radio signals. A clear cause for the

sideband production in the Siple data is still under investigation. Possible explanations

include (1) modulation by the transmitting antenna's peripheral equipment, (2) modulation

by Canada's power line grid during reception, and (3) modulation caused by synchrotron

oscillations due to strong field coupling of the counter-streaming electrons. The last

possibility will be described in the next chapter and simulations will demonstrate good

correlation with observed sideband frequencies.

4. Triggered Emissions

There are many different types of triggered emissions as already noted in Appendix A.

During the ten hour observation period, over 90% of the triggered emissions were
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"termination emissions." Termination emissions are triggered emissions that occur at the

end of the transmitted pulse. Figure 4-6 is a good representative example of the type of

termination emissions observed. When the signal is terminated, an emission is launched of

equal signal strength that first rises in frequency then sharply drops in frequency The rise

in frequency is about 5% of the center frequency (2450 Hz), however, the drop in

frequency is much larger and ranges between 20 to 50% of the center frequency. Once

again no theory nor simulation has been able to describe triggered emission sweeps of 500

to 1200 Hz. Similarly, no theoretical mechanism has been formulated that explains why

triggered emissions occur, and why they occur preferentially on the termination of a

transmitted signal. One simple macroscopic explanat;on for the falling emission may be in

terms of "phase-locked" hot electrons. Once the injected VLF wave train passes by the

counter-streaming electrons, they are "forced" together in phase due to the influence of

the wave. The electrons stay in phase as they approach the geomagnetic equator where

the magnetic field, and therefore the gyro-frequency decreases. The electrons continue to

radiate in proportion to the local gyro-frequency until they have lost sufficient energy to

lose their phase-lock, or until they pass through the geomagnetic equator where the

magnetic field strength gradient changes sign and disrupts the process. The process of

electrons radiating coherently in the absence of an external electromagnetic field is called

"super-radiance." There is a free electron laser (FEL) analog to this process which will be

discussed in Chapter VII; however, the time scales are much different. For the Siple

Station data, super-radiant coherency would have to be maintained for 0.2 to 0.5 seconds

to explain the falling triggered emissions in all cases. But for FELs, it has been shown that

electrons will only maintain their coherency in the absence of light for times on the order

of nanoseconds.

It is easy to determine whether or not changes in the electrons' gyro-frequency are

the same order of magnitude as the falling triggered emission sweeps. Consider electrons

on the L = 5. 1 magnetic field line as is the case for the Siple Station data, and suppose
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some of the electrons stop interacting with the VLF wave 5' from the geomagnetic

equator. At L = 5.1, they must travel 2.8 x 106 meters to reach the geomagnetic equator.

For 1.5 keV electrons, this yields an average travel time of 0.33 seconds. During this

time, their gyro-frequency changes by 232 Hz. These numbers fit nicely with the observed

changes in frequency observed in the experimental data. It should be noted that these

numbers are for illustration only and to show that triggered emission sweeps in the

hundreds of Hertz are possible if they are connected to the hot electrons' gyro-frequency.

Another simple model for triggered emissions may lie in similar arguments that have

been made to explain whistlers from lightning strokes. The termination of the transmitted

signal is abrupt and impulsive; therefore, many Fourier components in frequency space are

excited and contain significant energy. Since the medium is dispersive, the different

frequency components travel at different group velocities. Moreover, each frequency

"slice" of the triggered signal could find resonant hot electrons to amplify it. The net

result of this process would be received signals at different frequencies at different delay

times but with similar amplification.

5. Magnetospheric Events

Now that the ground work for most of the distinguishing characteristics of the

received signals has been laid, it is important to reflect on the different types of events that

occur in the magnetosphere that could cause the changes described in the last four

sections. The three events that are considered important are the electron's bounce motion,

the electron's drift motion, and electron injection events in and out of the magnetosphere.

As already mentioned, the properties of the VLF waves change on the 5 minute and hour

time scale, but do not change appreciably over the 30 second time scale.

From Figure 3-3, a typical bounce period for a 1.5 keV electron is about 5 seconds.

This motion is too fast to be the cause of the changes described above. This means a

typical hot electron bounces approximately 6 times between Signal #5 and Signal 47
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transmission times. The typical drift period for the same electron is approximately 60

hours and the average drift velocity is 1000 m/sec. From satellite data [Ref 17], the

longitudinal extent for a typical duct is about 4' which corresponds to a duct radius of

approximately 1. 13 x 106 m at L = 5.1. Therefore, the electrons take about 19 minutes to

leave the field aligned duct. These changes occur over time scales that are 4 times larger

than the observed changes that happened during the 5 minute delay time between

transmissions. Therefore, changes in the data are probably not due to bounce effects

which occur too quickly and are not due to drift effects which occur too slowly.

The hot plasma effects that cause changes over the five minute time scale are not

understood. The relevant physical parameters are: the input field intensity, resonant

electron flux level or density, and the pitch angle anisotropy [Ref 18]. Since the

unamplified power levels of Signals #2a and #2b, illustrated in Figure 4-13, remain

essentially constant, the VLF field input intensity may assumed to be constant and the

propagation conditions during that time period did not change. Therefore, the changes

seen in the saturation levels of Signal #5 in Figure 4-9 are attributed to hot plasma effects.

Following the work done by Carlson et al. [Ref 18], the saturation levels and the growth

rates are relatively insensitive to the pitch angle anisotropy. The pitch angle anisotropy is

determined by a pitch angle distribution function. However, the saturation level, and to a

lesser extent the growth rate, are strong functions of the hot electron flux level which

determines the resonant electron population. Therefore, one possible explanation for the

observed changes is that new sets of energetic electrons are injected into the duct during

the five minute period. Injection events have a variety of time scales and are hard to

classify. However, events occurring over five minutes are certainly not unreasonable. If

the saturation level is indeed an indicator of the energetic electron density, then the Siple

Station experimental method would be an excellent hot plasma diagnostic tool. Coupling

the experimental data with computer simulation may actually lead to computing absolute

hot electron densities in the magnetosphere.
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C. THE THRESHOLD POWER CONCEPT

Throughout this chapter there have been some assumptions made about the initial

unamplified signal level when calculating the normalized power (gain) and when

comparing different signals that have different power profiles. This section will illustrate

how the actual initial power level is determined, introduce the concept of a "threshold

power level" and distinguish between spatial and temporal VLF wave growth.

I. Background

Early in the analysis of the data collected during the ten hour period on 23-24 Jan

1988, received power levels were calculated. It was noticed that the left-hand polarized

signals (Signals #2a and 42b) never achieved large gain levels nor did they demonstrate

exponential growth. Electromagnetic waves that propagate parallel to the earth's

magnetic field, B., can either be right-hand circular polarized or left-hand circular

polarized. [Ref. 191 The dispersion relationships for these two modes are given by [Ref

191

c2k2 kf 03
n __- 1- I P (right-hand polarized) (42)

and

ir I -1 P (left-hand polarized) (4 3)

where n is the index of refraction, c is the speed of light, k is the wave number, ( is the

VLF wave frequency, o%, is the plasma frequency, and Q is the electron gyro-frequency.

These equations explain the propagation characteristics for each polarization direction

Figure 4-12 illustrates the range of frequencies over which each mode can propagate If

the wave frequency is less than the cutoff frequency, then the index of refraction is
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negative and the left-hand polarized signal is attenuated and will not propagate. The left-

hand cutoff frequency

-n •2 +40)2
)L = (4.4)

2

forms the first asymptote shown on Figure 4-12. Since most whistler and VLF signals

traverse the magnetosphere where the wave frequency Co is less than or equal to f)/2, left-

hand polarized signals are not observed. If the wave frequency is greater than coL, then a

left-handed signal can propagate, but the frequency is too high to couple with the

electrons responsible for wave amplification.

%/ L WAVE /R WAVE

C2

0

Figure 4-12. Plot of the squared normalized phase velocity versus frequency which clearly
illustrates non propagation regions for both modes. [Ref 19]

Figure 4-12 also displays a local maximum for the right-hand circularly polarized phase

velocity occurs when o = f/2. Recall from Chapter III, that this special condition, when
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A = 0.5 or co = Q/2, determined the ducting ability and the density profile required for

field- aligned propagation

Since it has been determined that left-handed signals do not propagate in the

frequency band of interest, why were signals received during the left-handed transmission

time" To answer this question, one must understand the transmission properties of the

VLF antenna and multiple duct excitation. Due to cutoff frequency calculations, which

are described in the next section, the excited duct during this ten hour period was L = 5 1

The magnetic field aligned duct directly overhead at Siple Station is L = 4.2 This means

that ducts at oblique angles were excited during transmission. Since the left-handed

signals entered the ionosphere at oblique angles, the electric and magnetic fields can be

represented by a signal that entered normal to the L = 5.1 duct, but consisted of left-

handed and a right-handed components. The left-handed component was attenuated but

the right-handed component continued to propagate and was received in Canada.

However, these signals which were initially left-handed did not show the typical

characteristics of exponential growth, saturation and sidebands In fact, these signals

showed a flat amplitude profile slightly above the noise level The amplitude levels during

the hour and a half window are plotted in Figure 4-13 These signals were normalized to

the same parameter as Signal #5 was in Figure 4-9; but, they are 350 (25 dB) times lower

in amplitude and much more constant over this period
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Time (min) Past 0000 (UT) on 24 Jan. 1988

Figure 4-13. Plot of normalized power level versus time for Signal #2a (left-handed,
constant transmitted power and frequency signal)

These signals were clearly unamplified, at least in the same sense as the rest of the signals.

This led to the concept of a "threshold power level". A signal must be above the threshold

power in order to demonstrate exponential growth. The threshold power can vary in time

and depends on the local conditions in the interaction region. Since Signals #2a and 42b

did not demonstrate exponential growth, it was determined that their levels never reached

the threshold power.

2. Determining the Threshold Power

To test the threshold power concept, a suitable experiment with the existing data had

to be devised. Signal #7, a two second long signal, was transmitted with a power ramp

that started in the noise level seen in Figure 4-14, and was increased at 10 dB/sec: up to

full power during the first second, and then was held at full power during the next second

Therefore, the received amplified signal should demonstrate the following properties: (1)

the initial power level is 10 dB below the initial power level for Signal #5 with, (2) the

initial growth rate being equal to the transmitted power increase of 10 dB/sec until, (3) the
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power level reaches the "threshold level" and begins to grow exponentially to saturation

This set of properties formulate a model that was applied to Signal #7's amplitude profile

There were only five times during the ten hour observation period that the atmospheric

noise allowed Signal #7's first one second characteristics to be clearly seen. Figure 4-14

illustrates an example of applying the threshold model to an actual signal

LM 24 JAN 8 80115:40 UT fc-=2400 Hz dr=25 Hz
"70

60 Exponential Growth

50 I
V 40

79 10 d B/sec

30

20- iThreshold

to - • Power

Initial Power
ot
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Time (s)

Figure 4-14 An example of Signal #7 at 0115 (UT) on 24 Jan. 1988 that demonstrates
the initial 10 dB/sec growth, the threshold power, Ph, and the initial power, Po

From Figure 4-14, the initial power, P., the threshold power, P,,, and the initial 10 dB/sec

growth rate are drawn in for clarity The absolute scale of this figure is set by

measurements made on other amplitude versus time charts where the relative signal

strength was known By making this comparison, 60 dB on Figure 4-14 corresponds to
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300 lAV/m. Measurements like those on Figure 4-14 were made at a few other times as

well. These results are presented in Table 4-1 below.

TABLE 4-1. COMPARISON BETWEEN SIGNAL #2a AND THE INITIAL AND
THRESHOLD POWER LEVELS FOR A GIVEN TIME.

Time on 23-24 Initial Power Peak Power Threshold Initial Power

Jan. 1988 Level (P.) for Level for Power Level Level (Po) for

Signal #7 Signal #2a (Ph) for Signal Signal #5

#7

0035 (UT) 13 (-35 dB) 15 51 180 (-24 dB)

0045 (UT) 2.1 (-43 dB) 8.5 14 28 (-32 dB)

0050 (UT) 6.5 (-38 dB) 10 23 68 (-28 dB)

0055 (UT) 1.0 (-48 dB) 4.0 5.6 3 6 (-40 dB)

0115 (UT) 8.7 (-37 dB) 8.9 22 89 (-27 dB)

Table 4-1 clearly shows that the peak power for Signal #2a falls between the initial

and threshold power levels for Signal #7. All of the power levels have been normalized to

the lowest measured initial power which occurred at time 0055 (UT). Also, the initial

signal strength (shown in parenthesis) for Signal #7 is approximately 10 dB below the

initial signal strength (shown in parenthesis) for Signal #5 as suggested earlier. Both of

these observations confirm that the threshold power concept is valid. Moreover, by fitting

the 10 dB/sec slope to the initial growth of Signal #7, a good estimate of its initial power

level is made even though it is below the magnetospheric noise level. The threshold

power phenomenon is a non-linear effect of the wave-particle interaction. Signal #5 is

transmitted at full power from the beginning, and is therefore above the threshold power

and begins exponential growth immediately as seen in Figure 4-6. All of the normalized

power levels are relative to the lowest measurable initial power, P., of Signal #7. The
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question about comparing the growth rate of Signal #7 to Signal #5 can now be

answered. The slope measured for Signal #7 was done after it reached the threshold

power and exponential growth had started. By this time, the 10 dB/sec transmitted power

ramp was almost over.

3. Temporal and Spatial Wave Growth

Occasionally during a one minute time period the right-hand polarized signals did not

display exponential growth nor did they reach a similar saturated power level However,

the signal would display some type of amplification and grow out of the ambient noise

level. Therefore, it is convenient to describe two types of wave growth. In the typical

situation, the signal enters a hypothetical interaction region which encompasses the VLF

duct, and of course, the hot electron's gyro motion. The details of this region are spelled

out clearly in the next chapter. When the wave enters this region and interacts strongly

with the hot electrons, exponential growth occurs and is usually followed by saturation as

illustrated in Figure 4-6. Since the interaction region is only a few percent of the total

distance the electron can travel, this type of growth is called temporal. On the other

hand, when the signals grew non-exponentially to some level barely out of the background

noise level, it is called spatial growth. This term is chosen because the growth could have

occurred anywhere along the ducted path the VLF wave traversed. This distance for the

L = 5.1 field line is 12 earth radii. It should be noted that spatial growth and attenuation

occurred for all of the signals whether or not temporal growth occurs

4. A Sample Calculation

The Siple Station experimental data allows many physical parameters characteristic to

the field aligned duct of interest to be computed. Signal #5 will be the signal of interest

during this sample calculation. First of all, by knowing when the signal was transmitted,

and when it was received, a delay time of 4 seconds was determined. Next, the signal

cutoff frequency was determined by observing the frequency at which the ramped signals
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were not received. Figure 4-15 illustrates the stability of the cutoff frequency during the

ten hour period. Signal #4 was used to determine the cutoff frequency, since the highest

frequency transmitted for this signal was 2.9 kHz. The scale on this figure is the same as

that used in Figure 3-7. The cutoff frequency for this calculation is 2.42 ± 0. 10 kHz. Due

to the arguments made about ducted signals in Chapter III, the cutoff frequency is

assumed to be half the equatorial gyro-frequency. This means the gyro-frequency at the

geomagnetic equator for this field line is 4.84 kHz. A good thumb-rule is that the gyro-

frequency for L = 4 is 13.65 kHz [Ref 20]. Since the gyro-frequency is proportional to

the magnetic field and the magnetic field at the geomagnetic equator is proportional to

I/L3 [Appendix B], the L-shell for this data is

L = C( 13.65)Y3 = 5.6,
4.841

The actual L-shell was computed to be 5.1 by frequency dispersion analysis performed at

Stanford University.

Now that the field line is known, the total distance traveled by the VLF wave can be

computed by the equation given in Appendix B. The total arc length for L = 5. 1 is s =

7.68 x 107 m. Therefore, the average index of refraction over the path length is

- cAI (3.0x10')(4)
S= - = 15.6. (4 5)

s 7.68 x 107

Assuming the dispersion relationship for the whistler propagation mode, the

equatorial cold electron density can be computed.
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Figure 4-15. Plot of the cutoff frequency obtained using Signal #4 frequency ramp. The
maximum transmitted frequency for Signal #4 was 2.90 kHz.

With this assumption, the average index of refraction can also be written as

i= [ 1+T _ . j• =15.6 , (4.6)

where X is the geomagnetic latitude and X. is the latitude where the field line for L = 5.1

enters the earth. Notice the plasma frequency, cop, and the gyro-frequency, Q2, are

functions of the geomagnetic latitude with their functional dependence given in Appendix

B After performing the integration, the equatorial cold electron density, pc, is determined

to be 71 electrons/cm 3 and the equatorial index of refraction is 23. Both of these numbers

are consistent with the description of the cold plasma given in Chapter III. The profiles

for the cold electron density, gyro-frequency, and the plasma frequency are plotted in

Appendix B.
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V. WHISTLER AND VLF WAVE-PARTICLE
INTERACTION THEORY

A. THE COLD BACKGROUND PLASMA

Until now, only a macroscopic view of the interaction between the VLF wave and the

electrons has been described. The preceding chapters were intended to summarize the

magnetospheric environment, terminology, general trends, and observations that have

been made regarding the amplification of injected VLF wave signals. In this chapter, a

mathematical model will be presented that describes the role of the cold background

plasma, and the amplification of the VLF signals by the resonant electrons that make up

the hot plasma. In the next chapter, this model is used in computer simulations that

graphically illustrate several of the experimental observations.

The propagation of the VLF or whistler wave through the magnetosphere is affected

by both the cold and hot plasma along its path. The cold plasma, as described in Chapter

III, contains non-resonant electrons that determine the wave's dispersion relationship while

the hot electrons amplify the wave [Ref 21]. For now, the effects of the VLF wave will

be ignored in order to determine the motion of the cold electrons. The cold electrons

execute cyclotron motion around the earth's magnetic field lines as illustrated in Figure 3-

2 The coordinate system for this model is shown in Figure 5-1 where the z-coordinate

follows the VLF wave and is parallel to the propagation vector. This motion can be

described by the Lorentz force equation where the position vector F is given by

F = -`-[- cos(fli + 0),sin(fQt +0),] , (5.1)

where P'U is the cold electron's perpendicular velocity, and n = eB mc is the electron

gyro-frequency. The radius of gyration is r = VP'/fl, and 0 is the electron's phase Since

the velocity of a hot electron is 30 to 50 times the velocity of the cold electrons, the small

: velocity, of the cold electrons, is ignored. Also, the drift motion of a cold electron is so

small that it too may be ignored.
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PARTICLE

Interaction Region

8z

WAVE

Figure 5-1. Schematic of the coordinate system used for the wave-particle interaction
The z-coordinate follows the magnetic field line and is parallel with the wave's

propagation vector.

The cold electrons rotate in a clockwise fashion along the magnetic field line, and their

velocity is equal to

T, V = [sin(Q1),cos(Mlt),O]. (5.2)

Once the VLF wave is included, the Lorentz force equation can be written as

I =_ e[k + x(5.3))

where E& and Bi are the electric and magnetic field vectors of the propagating VLF, or

whistler wave, and B is the earth's geomagnetic field. Since the VLF wave's magnetic
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field is so much smaller than the earth's magnetic field, it may be neglected in comparison

for now. Equation 5.3 can be expanded into component form to yield

I V, =eE , (5.4)
m

and

P - fV =- E. (5.5)
m

Since only right-hand circularly polarized waves propagate in the whistler mode (Figure 4-

12), the VLF fields can be expressed by

E, = Eý(t)[cos(VF),-sin(V),O], B• = B.(t)(sin(T),cos(V),O] . (5.6)

The phase of the propagating wave is V(t) = kz - (ot + 4(t) where k is the wave number, 0)

is the wave frequency, and 4(t) is the time-dependent phase. Since the wave and the

electrons are coupled by the Lorentz force equations above, the electrons' steady-state

motion must have the same space and time dependence as the VLF wave. Therefore, the

cold electrons' motion may be described by

V• = V, [sin(T), cos(P), 0] (5.7)

which is then used in (5.4) or (5.5) and requires

eE,

for steady-state.

The current density generated by the motion of the cold electrons in the magnetosphere

can be written as

J=-ep7- = e~pE_ [sin(,),cos(T),0] (5-9)

,n(Q- CO)

where pc is the cold electron density. [Ref 221

Now there is sufficient information to solve for the dispersion relationship due to the

cold plasma. This current density and the expressions for the VLF wave's electric and
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magnetic fields from Equation (5.6), may be used to solve Ampere's Law and Faraday's

Law to yield

47c -7rI
V X/ R=4-J, +- , (5.10)

"C cct
and

(5 11)
c ýt

Assuming that the VLF envelope parameters E, B, and d are constant with time and

space (i.e. no amplification or attenuation), then Ampere's Law simplifies to

B ck - 47rte-p, E.
m(Q- E4 (5.12)

and Faraday's Law reduces to

E~ck = B~co (5,13)

By definition, the index of refraction is n = ck/o. Therefore, (5.13) reduces to B, = hE,.

Substituting this relationship into (5.12) yields the well-known dispersion relation for

right-hand polarized VLF waves in a magnetized plasma,

C:kz (0 Pn -+ (5 14)(0 o(fl - 0)

This equation was also seen in (4.2) during the explanation of whistler mode wave

propagation in Chapter IV. The plasma frequency, co,, is given by

o: 4-,-w:p,
p - (5.15)

m

Typically for VLF and whistler signals, % >> co, and cop>> .Q, then (5.14) reduces to

(0 P (5.16)
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B. THE WAVE EQUATION

The total current in the interaction region consists of both the hot and cold electrons.

In order to develop a wave equation that describes the evolution of the VLF wave

envelope, the total current, i = + j, , must be used. The hot electron current for a

single electron is

ih =-eV, [- sin (0), cos(O),0], (5.17)

where VILL is the transverse velocity of a hot electron, and 0 = ()t + 0 is the phase of the

electron cyclotron motion. In this development, it is assumed that the variation of the

VLF wave envelope in time and space will be small over on wavelength so that

E <<0oE., $«o , E'x <<kE, 4'«<k4 . (5.18)

This slowly-varying amplitude and phase approximation is valid when the VLF envelope

describes a narrow-band VLF wave [Ref 23]. Using the right-hand polarized waves of

(5.6), Ampere's Law can be projected onto two unit vectors,

i = [sin(f),cos(TF),O], '2 =[cos(Tl),-sin('P),O] , (5.19)

to yield two scalar first-order differential equations,

0)copE, _-4ireV~ucos(M'+ O) , (5.20)ckB. - (oE,, + cBa, dý + Ea,,Od - w - 4 wV0)sT ) (.0

and
c,, + ,Ew= -4nV,, sin(T + 0) , (5.21)

where ,(..)= )/0z and ,(..)= )/O. Using (5.12) and (5.13), these equations

simplify to

ncB.,OZ + Ba,4 = -41wnk' cos(Q + 0) , (5.22)
and

ncBw +a,B = -4nrensin(• +) (5.23)

It is convenient to define a quantity b:

b = eBw exp(iý) .(5.24)
m5
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The complex field b has units of inverse seconds (s0), and is z Is-' when the %IF wave

amplitude is at the largest expected value of 10 pT. By defining and taking the partial

derivatives of b with respect to z and t, Equations (5.22) and (5.23) can be reduced to

(nc,ý: + iý, )b i4---2 Vexp(-i(ý + E)) , (5 25)
m

where = kz - .ot + fQ(t')dt' is the longitudinal electron phase, and V = nV•/c is the

dimensionless transverse electron velocity. The longitudinal phase reduces to

k.- -cot + Qft for a homogeneous geomagnetic field.

Since the current in Ampere's Law is for a single electron in the hot plasma, the

current for a beam of electrons is obtained by averaging over the longitudinal phase ., the

transverse velocity V, and the transverse electron phase R This average is done over all

the electrons in a differential element of volume at a local space-time point so that the hot

electron density is a weighting factor. Therefore, the wave equation (5 25) reduces to

(,,ca. + a, )b = -io (Vexp(-i(C + 0))) (5 26)

where o' 41te:ph / m is the hot electron plasma frequency and ( ) symbolically denotes

the average over all sampled electrons. Assuming the VLF wave envelope is spatially flat

over many wavelengths, the Qb term is z zero, and the wave equation reduces to

b=-ico (Vexp(-i(C +0))) (527)

The incoming wave enters the interaction region, and meets a random distribution of hot

electrons. The electrons are random in velocity and phase, and are initially governed by a

distribution function. By studying (5.27), it is easy to see that the averaging process will

initially cause the average (..) to be small, and the VLF field b would not be amplified.

This disagrees with experimental observations made in the previous chapters where gains

as large as 35 dB were demonstrated in Figure 4-9. Therefore, to obtain a non zero

average, the hot electrons' transverse velocity, longitudinal and transverse phases must

evolve in time These dynamical variables are determined by the hot electrons' equations

of motion
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C. THE HOT ELECTRON EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The motion of the hot electrons, like the cold, is governed by the Lorentz force

equation

e)

but the magnetic field of the VLF wave cannot be dropped as was the case for the cold

electrons. The geomagnetic field is of the form i = [0,0,B(z)] in accordance with Figure

(5-1). The equations of motion can then be written as [Ref 24]

S=e [E 1

(E , +- - +1 B. - +.B ý (5.29)
m c " 2B,

* e _ !(VV
L =--e[E, + -(V.B -V B, )]+ •.0: B, , (5.30)

"m c 2Bo

e [V +.,B., _ 2B'" ,•R, (531)

mcL''yy J 2B,,

where the second term on each equation describes the motion of an electron in a general

non-uniform magnetic field. Equations (5.29), (5.30), and (5.31) are known as the

inhomogeneous equations of motion, since the earth's non-uniform magnetic field can be

taken into account. It is assumed that the earth's dipole magnetic field within the

interaction region near the geomagnetic equator can be approximated by [Ref 24]

SB,,1 9z: )=Bi+qz:) (5,32)B~z)•Bo1 +2R,--•

where q = 9 / (2R;L2'), R, is the earth's radius (6370 kim) and B, is the geomagnetic field

strength at the equator. Substituting the transverse electric and magnetic fields, Equation

(5 6), and the longitudinal magnetic field, B(z), into the equations of motion yields

e e V V, : J ;I:.q (5.33)

-E. cos(T+-B, - nE.5 cos(2) +
MC C
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; = e _E. sin (T) + i.E sin (Tj)____•_B.. f',I'.qz (5 34)

e= - E. cos( T- ce. sin(T) 1'2 )qz (5.35)

The transverse velocity components can be written as

1'. = -V,_ sin(O), V.. = Vh, cos(O) (5.36)

Substituting the transverse velocity components into Equation (5.35) yields [Ref 24]

f ent E V, sin(_ E9)-V: (5 37)

mc

Taking the time derivatives of the transverse velocity components, (5 36) and substituting

them into (5.33) and (5.34) yields new transverse equations of motion [Ref 24]

= )sin(T .+E)+. :q, (5.38)

and

SeE -n + (5 .3)9)

Now that the inhomogeneous equations of motion have been developed, it is usefiul to

place them into a form that is more convenient for computer simulations, Using these

relationships, and the magnitude of the wave field parameter, bI - enE,, mc, the equations

of motion become

SbIrh, sin(' + 0)- V q 2 (5.40)

b---- l- sin(T + )+ ,qz ,(541)

V- )cos(T+e+Qo(l+qz2) (5.42)

where Qo = eB(O)/mc is the hot electron gyro-frequency at the geomagnetic equator

At this point of the derivation, it is convenient to solve for the motion of the electrons

in the earth's dipole field in the absence of the VLF wave and assume the influence of the
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VLF wave is a microscopic perturbation to the macroscopic dipole motion. From Ref 24,

the :-motion in the earth's dipole magnetic field is described by

" 2. = ý a, ° B(z) .(5.43)

Using the dipole approximation, (5.32), the z-motion reduces to ,' -V2,qz, which can be

solved exactly to yield

V.
(t)= V°sin(.,t) ,(5.44)

where c2 = V2oq is the "mirror frequency" and is equal to 2 z s- for a 1.5 keV electron,

at L = 5.1 and a 450 pitch angle. Since the time the electrons spend in the interaction

region is typically small compared to the bounce period, the small angle approximation is

valid. Therefore, the .-motion is approximately given by

z •Vt .1 (5.45)

for the terms that describe the motion in the dipole field.

According to experimental observation, most whistler activity and VLF wave

amplification occurs when o/n = 0.5 as described in Chapter III. This situation is known

as the "ducted cutoff condition" because a wave cannot stay in the same duct once this

transition is crossed. When the assumption is made that the VLF frequency, at the

geomagnetic equator, is at the ducted cutoff frequency, Co = f)l/2, some nice properties for

the electrons and wave arise. The phase and group velocity are given by

c (0 do)
v = = , = (5.46)

n k A

The group velocity can be evaluated in terms of the index of refraction, n, using (5.16) to

yield
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Using the ducted cutoff frequency approximation, the group velocity, at the geomagnetic

equator, reduces further to

- ,_ o (5 48)
ti P

Therefore, the group and phase velocities are approximately equal at this special frequency

where the majority of wave amplification occurs. Resonance is defined when v = 0 or

kW. = o - , Therefore, when the electrons are resonant at the geomagnetic equator with

the VLF wave at the ducted cutoff frequency, V.. -c / n = -o / k -VP, so that the

electrons and the wave are traveling at equal speeds in opposite directior. [Ref 25]

Substituting these approximations into the equations of motion yield

'; =b [bt'_, sin (T + 0)- V;'.qto t (5.49)

k

.2cjbj -t
P' _ sin(T+EP)+ ,' (5.50)

n

0 2c= b cos(Q + '0) _- (t) , (5.51)

where the gyro-frequency is now given by

fl(t) 1I I + q:2(5.52)

The second term in (5.51) causes E) to evolve rapidly, which shows up as a quickly

evolving phase in all three equations of motion. But, writing

(5.53)

allows us to follow the fast part of the electron motion along the field line, with

ifQ(')dt', and use 0(t) for the slow evolution caused by the VLF wave

The argument inside the sinusoidal functions can be rewritten in terms of the new

variables,

T+ = k.--cot + f"(t')dt +0+=+0 +d (554)
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where C is the longitudinal electron phase defined earlier. Using the definition of the

electron phase, the electron phase velocity becomes

v= W-kV.-o +f(t)= kVW +o + 2qo 3 1 2  (5.55)

and the electron phase acceleration becomes

4qc0 t
v W, + Q(t) = Wv, +k(5.56)

Substituting (5.40) into (5.56) and recalling the definition of the normalized transverse

velocity, V = nV,_,Ic, and th, wave number, k = no/c, the inhomogeneous equations of

motion become

qo3

= o =V•Vbjsin(C+0+ )+- -, (4-Vo)t , (5.57)

I) =2llsn( +0 O +Vqo 2t
= 2lbsin(C+6+)+ Vk 2  , (5.58)

k 21

=21b cos( + 0 +,) (5.59)
V

These equations describe the motion of a hot electron interacting with a single VLF wave

mode. The second term in (5.57) gives rise to an interesting result. When V, = 2, the

second term in (5.57) is zero for all time, 1, and the effect of the inhomogeneous magnetic

field on the electron's phase acceleration is minimized. Because (5.57) and (5 58) are

coupled, the inhomogeneous field still plays a role in the evolution of v. However, since

(5.58) contains the factor, o ; 104/s, to one less order than (5.57), the transverse velocity

evolves much more slowly than v in the interaction region. Therefore, the phase velocity

for electrons with V, = 2, evolve as though they are in a homogeneous magnetic field.

This result can be explained by looking at (5.55). As an electron moves away from the

geomagnetic equator, its parallel velocity decreases, but its gyro-frequency increases.

Therefore, these effects compete with each other, unless the initial dimensionless

perpendicular velocity equals two, and then they cancel each other.
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D. TAPER AND THE PENDULUM EQUATION

1. Taper

Free electron lasers (FELs) use a technique called "tapering" where the undulator

parameter, K, is decreased by reducing the magnetic field strength. This allows the

electrons to remain resonant and coupled to the light longer as energy is extracted from

them. Tapering is performed only on one end of the undulator and therefore, it is not

longitudinally symmetric. By placing the equations of motion for an electron in the

magnetosphere in an analogous form to an electron in a tapered FEL, insight of the effects

of the inhomogeneous magnetic field can be obtained. Since the electrons in the

magnetosphere travel in a dipole magnetic field, they are subjected to a symmetric taper

about the geomagnetic equator The taper parameter, 6, is defined as

6 = qcq 9c2

k~n 2 n 2R 2 2  
.(5.60)

k: n- 2n2 R,2L2

Substituting the taper parameter definition into the equations of motion yields

v= =co/'Iblsin( +0+ý)+(o6(4- Kf)t , (5.61)

"= 2[blsin(+0+ ) +P , (5.62)

6=2iLicos(C+0+) ) (5.63)
V

The taper parameter, 6, has a typical value of 0.43 S-2 for the experimental data shown in

Chapter IV where n z 30 and L = 5.1. Tapered free electron lasers have an equation

similar to (5.61), however, the tapered term in the equation is a constant with no time

dependence.

2. The Pendulum Equation

In certain situations, the equations of motion may be reduced by neglecting the effects

of the tapered magnetic field. If the index of refraction is large and the L-shell is also

large, then 5 is small and the taper terms may be dropped. Also, if the interaction region is
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small, then the earth's magnetic field does not vary appreciably within it. In this case, the

interaction time, t, is short and the taper terms may be dropped. Finally, the equations of

motion may be imported to a special interaction region where the magnetic field does not

vary. In this situation, the taper terms could have been appropriately removed from the

beginning since B, is constant and 5 = 0. Under these restrictions, the equations of motion

become
•,=• = 0Vjbjsin( +0 +ý) ,(5.64)

V-=21bjsin( +O+4+) , (5.65)

O=2-cos(e +O+O) . (5.66)

V

At this point, Equation (5.64) can be identified as the pendulum equation describing the

nonlinear longitudinal motion of the hot electrons. A similar pendulum equation for the

free electron laser was developed many years ago. [Ref 26] Without the effects of the

tapered magnetic field, the transverse motion of the electrons, described by (5.65) and

(5.66), evolve much more slowly since they do not contain the factor co 104/s in them.
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VI. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

A. SOLVING THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion developed in Chapter V are coupled, non-linear, first-order

differential equations. Therefore, the only method of solution is through the use of

numerical techniques. Many of the observed effects, seen in the experimental data, can be

simulated by assuming the geomagnetic field in the interaction region is uniform.

Therefore, the equations of motion simplify to Equations (5.64), (5.65), and (5 66). Using

these equations, v = , and the wave equation (5.27), the self-consistent motion of each

electron can be solved numerically for a single VLF wave mode. By assuming a finite

time-step size, At, these equations are solved using the Euler-Cromer method of

integration. During these simulations, a section of the electron stream that is one VLF

wavelength long is followed through the interaction region where it can interact. Since

the length of the electron stream section is much shorter than the train of counter-

propagating VLF waves, end effects of the interaction can be ignored and only a single

"VLF mode considered.

In order to represent : 1013 electrons contained within the interaction region one

wavelength long, a few (71000) sample electrons are spread uniformly in the initial phases

ý.and 00 ranging between -7r and 7t. The initial values for the longitudinal phase velocity

v, are determined by the distribution function f(vo), while g(Vo) is the initial distribution

of the dimensionless transverse velocity Vo. Since the equation of motion for 0 involves

f", it is imperative that g(V ) go to zero for small V Indeed, electrons with small pitch

angles are precipitated out of the magnetosphere instead of mirroring as was discussed in

Chapter III. The real and imaginary parts of the initial VLF field are taken to be b, Z b,

and b = 0, so that the initial VLF phase is 0o = 0 [Ref. 25]. The hot plasma frequency

can range between 1 to 100s0 in the region of interest [Ref. 10] The interaction time, T, is

defined as the time an electron is in the field of the VLF wave, which is typically less than
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one second. During this time, resonant electrons travel about cT/n l, 104 km t 1.6 Re

[Ref. 21 ].

1. Weak NTLF Fields and Low Gain

In a homogeneous geomagnetic field, the whistler-mode wave-particle interaction can

be divided into regimes similar to a free electron laser (FEL). The simplest case to

examine is a mono-energetic beam where f(v) = 5(v- vo) and g(V) = 5(V -1)

corresponding to a pitch angle of 45'. The VLF wave frequency is taken to be 2450 Hz

with an interaction time of T = Is. A weak VLF field is identified, in an analogous manner

to a FEL, by bI_• nrt/oT2 = 2 x 10' s-' [Ref 25]. Low gain occurs when coo2T' <_ 7r, or

when oh < t_ /oT3 = 0.014s-', similar to a FEL [Ref 25]. Figure 6-1 is a simulation of

a weak VLF field and low gain. In this figure, the plot on the left shows the electron

phase velocity, v, versus the electron phase, ý. In the phase-space plot, 20 electrons out

1000 used, are plotted with the path and the final positions shown. Those paths that move

down in v indicate that the energy is given up by the electrons to the wave, while those

moving up in v are removing energy from the wave. In this case, the electrons move up

almost as much as they move down, so the net transfer of energy is small. Also, the

electrons clearly bunch around two values of C in one wavelength of the VLF wave

because (5.59) contains two phase terms, C and 0, that initially range between t

uniformly. The right-hand plots show how the VLF wave power (in dB) and phase, 4,

develop over the course of the interaction. The gain is a measure of the amount the VLF

wave field intensity changes over the interaction time and is defined, as before, as

G =lb()12 -P(t)

In this regime, the maximum low gain in weak fields can be expressed analytically as

G A 0.135o'(T-tb) 0.21dB ,6(6.1)
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where tb : (2 / (oXo 2,)" ! 0. 5s, is the bunch time of the electrons seen in Figure 6-1 [Ref.

25]. This is close to the gain computed in the simulation of 0.23 dB. There is also a small

phase advance in the VLF wave given by A4 zz oo hT / 12 [Ref 25]. The phase only

advances a small amount, z 0.25 radians, during the interaction. In this simulation, the

VLF field starts out weak and stays weak because the hot plasma frequency is small. This

is required for low gain, since the VLF field is driven by a term proportional to 0 :. The

electrons stay in closed phase-space orbits as indicated by the gray lines drawn at [Ref. 25]

Av = -±2 I obfino (6.2)

*** Whistler Phase Space ****

bo=5e-05/s 0)=15400/s Vo= 0.00 Vo=l

T=Is 0oh=0.014/s &= 0.00n (5 =0

5/s. 2.Y0 log(I+G) 0.23dB

-5/st

-0 itO t is

Figure 6-1. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for weak fields and low
gain.

2. Weak VLF Fields and High Gain

For larger and more realistic hot plasma frequencies, it is easy to cross into the regime

of high gain because of the co' dependence. Figure 6-2 demonstrates a simulation with the

same parameters as Figure 6-1 except that the hot plasma frequency was increased by a

factor of ten to 0.14/s which is greater than the threshold for high gain described above.

The electrons still bunch around two points as before, except now, the electrons with
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decreasing phase velocity fall further than the electrons with increasing phase velocity.

Therefore, the net result is a large amount of energy is given up to the VLF wave. Also,

the wave's phase advances significantly during the interaction so that the points around

which the electrons bunch are displaced slightly along C. Even though the VLF wave

starts out small, the larger driving current increases the amplitude of the VLF wave and

the gain. The VLF wave's power increases exponentially with time and reaches a final

value of 30 dB. In the high gain regime, the final value of G can be expressed analytically

as [Ref 25]

-1 / TI/9--30dB (6.3)

while the phase change is a linear advance given by A q-- (o)o) / 2)"' T/ 2 t 2.7 Also,

the characteristic bunching time can be expressed as t.:t(2 / o)0) c 0.19s.

**** Whistler Phase Space ****

b 0 =5e-05/s w=15400/s ve= 0.00 Vo=1

'1=ls %h=0.14/s 3-= 0.00n V=0

15/si 10 log(1+G) 30dB

V
A f , /'

¼0

I':

-15/s _ _ _ _ _ _
- 0t is

Figure 6-2. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for weak fields and high
gain.

3. Strong VLF Fields and High Gain

Most whistler-mode interactions reach saturation in strong VLF fields as illustrated in

Chapter IV. Figure 6-3 shows the result of a simulation reaching strong fields with a large
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coupling, co , = 50s-', at resonance, vo = 0, and an initial field strength bo = 0 Is-' This

hot plasma frequency and initial wave field amplitude correspond to a hot electron density

of liM3 and field strength of I pT. When using realistic hot plasma frequencies, saturation

occurs quickly so the interaction time has been reduced to 0. Is. This interaction time is

realistic with numbers reported by Helliwell et at. [Ref 21]. In this figure, only the final

position of 2000 sample electrons are shown. After the initial bunching time, tb z 0 004s,

the field growth is exponential, until saturation occurs at a field strength of

b,, 2((o/40)2o 3 /9.33s-' [Ref 25]. Saturation limits the final gain to about 41dB

followed by five synchrotron oscillations of the trapped electrons at frequency [Ref 25],
o =•• (ooh~l'•107ts-'(6.4)

In Figure 6-3, the electrons stay in closed phase-space orbits as indicated by the two lines

draw on the phase-space graph. A few electrons fall outside these lines because the lines'

position was determined by the last value of the VLF field and earlier values were slightly

larger.

**** Whistler Phase Space *

bo=0.1/s 0>=15400/s V0= 0.00 Vo=l

T=0.ls ,h=50/s 6= 0.007 Or=0

750/s-,. 10 log (l+G) 41dB

_N .,

-750/S' 0_isS0 t •

Figure 6-3. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for strong fields and high
gain.
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At this point, it is convenient to show that the dimensionless perpendicular velocity

does not evolve significantly during the interaction time as was promised in the preceding

chapter. Figure 6-4 shows the results of a simulation that was run using the same

parameters as Figure 6-3. Instead of plotting the gain and VLF wave phase, the

dimensionless perpendicular velocity, V, is plotted -against the electron's perpendicular

phase, 0. This figure shows the electrons stay very close to V, = I while they bunch

around two perpendicular phase points. The dimensionless perpendicular in a

homogeneous magnetic field is driven by a term proportional to 2jbl which is small

compared to the longitudinal phase velocity which is driven by a term proportional to

o Vjbj with V': 1.

*** Whistler Phase Space *

bo=0.1/s co=15400/s vo= 0.00 Vo=1

T=O.ls o1 =50/s a- 0.0=0

750/s . . I

V ' ~ V

r . .q

- 7 5 0 / s r . ...... _ __-_ _ _ - •
-~

Figure 6-4. Electron phase-spaces (C,v) and (0, V) for strong fields and high gain.

By solving the homogeneous equations of motion for a single VLF wave mode, we

have been able to observe exponential growth, saturation, electron trapping, and

synchrotron oscillations which are all nonlinear effects that occur in whistler-mode

amplification and FELs. To make the simulations more realistic, the hot electrons are

given a Gaussian spread in their initial phase velocity, f(v) = exp(-v 2 / 2o)i ,r2-'a,,
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with a standard deviation a, = 200s-' which corresponds to _+1% of the resonant

velocity. The simulation shown in Figure 6-5 has the same parameters as Figure 6-3 with

the exception of the initial spread in phase velocities.

*** Whistler Phase Space ****

bo=0.1/s (0>=15400/s Vo= 0.00 V =1

T=0.ls cth=50/s 6= 0.0O0 ov=200

750/s 10 log(l+G) 37dB

-750/s_
"-C 0 t 0.s

Figure 6-5. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for strong fields and high
gain with a Gaussian spread in initial phase velocity.

In the phase-space plot, the Gaussian spread in phase velocity is centered around the

resonant point, v = 0. The effects of the energy spread are immediately noticeable. The

electrons continue to bunch around two electron phase points, but with much less

distinction. The electrons are still in closed-path orbits as indicated by the gray lines. The

gain drops significantly from 41dB to 37dB and the synchrotron oscillations are almost

completely damped out. Also, the VLF wave phase advances more slowly than in Figure

6-3. These same effects are observed in a FEL when an initial energy spread is used.
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B. SOLVING THE INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS OF MOTION

1. Mono-Energetic Electron Beam in a Tapered Magnetic Field

To add even more realism to the simulations, the inhomogenous equations of motion

are solved. Using the parameters from the experimental data, we can calculate the taper

parameter

qc2S = 0- .lt i , (s.60)

where n -z 30, and L - 5. 1. To study the effects of taper, it is necessary to again raise the

interaction time to T = Is. Figure 6-6 illustrates a simulation with taper, 5 = 0. 151C. In

this simulation, the initial VLF wave amplitude is 1b.1 = 0.01s', the hot plasma frequency

is 0) h = 6s' and the dimensionless perpendicular velocity is Vo = 1.0. For the tapered

simulations, the initial phase velocity is chosen so the electrons are resonant, v = 0, at time

i = T12, if there is no wave-particle interaction. The time t = T12 corresponds to the

geomagnetic equator.

*** Whistler Phase Space ** 1

bo=0.01/s 0)=15400/s vo=2721.40/s V0 =1 ,

T=ls (h=6/s 0= 0.l5n iv-t

3500/s! 10 log(1+G) 51dBR

-3500/s!

A 0 t Is

Figure 6-6. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for strong fields, high gain
and a tapered magnetic field.
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Since V0 is less than 2, the electrons start above resonance and move toward resonance

with time. During this time, there is little interaction with the wave until the electrons are

near resonance, t 1 /2. At this point the VLF field grows exponentially with time as the

phase initially decreases. While the electrons are near resonance, most of them become

trapped and begin executing synchrotron oscillations. Also, the VLF wave's phase begins

to increase. However, because the magnetic field is tapered, a significant number of

electrons become untrapped and move away from resonance. These electrons are in open

orbits and can be seen at the top of the phase-space plot in Figure 6-6. This causes the

synchrotron oscillations to dampen out and delays the onset of saturation. To compare

the effects of taper, Figure 6-7 is a simulation that uses the same parameters as Figure 6-6

except Aith no taper.

•** Whistler Phase Space *

bo=0.01/s 0)=15400/s Vo= 0 . 0 Ve=

T=ls Wh=6/s 0= 0. ov=0

"000/s r, 10 log(l+G) 38dB,711
_ _r

-1000/s______________________________-,, no• t Is

Figure 6-7. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for strong fields, high gain
without tapering.

Since the electrons, in Figure 6-7, start out resonant, saturation occurs quickly since

there is relatively good coupling, (oh = 6s-'. The electrons stay trapped in closed phase-
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space orbits and execute many synchrotron oscillations. Also, the VLF phase advances

quickly in strong fields. However, because saturation occurs so quickly, the gain is limited

to about 38dB. In the tapered case, Figure 6-6, saturation is delayed so the wave can

continue to grow. At the end of the interaction time, the field's gain was still not saturated

and had reached a level of 51 dB. These same effects are observed in FELs. It should be

noted that the scales on Figures 6-6 and 6-7 are different in order to show all of the

effects.

In a tapered magnetic field, the dimensionless perpendicular velocity evolves

differently than was seen in Figure 6-4 for a homogeneous magnetic field. Figure 6-8

illustrates this point by plotting the longitudinal and perpendicular phase-spaces for the

same parameters that were used in Figure 6-6. For the electrons that are trapped in the

strong potential well of the VLF wave, the V does not evolve much while the electrons

bunch around two perpendicular phase points as was seen in Figure 6-4.

**** Whistler Phase Space ****

bo=0.01/s 0a=15400/s vo=2721.40/s Vo=l

T=1s 3h=6/s 6= 0.15n a =0

VV

3500/SI .

I

-3500/Si 'I_ _ __,_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _-•

-E ., T

Figure 6-8. Electron phase-spaces (C,v) and (0, V/) for strong fields and high gain in a
tapered magnetic field.
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However, for the electrons that are not trapped and move away from resonance due to the

tapered magnetic field, their dimensionless perpendicular velocity increases while bunching

around two different perpendicular phase points.

2. Gaussian Distributed Electron Beam in a Tapered Magnetic Field

Next, the sensitivity to an initial energy spread is investigated Figure 6-9 shows the

results of a simulation run with the same parameters as Figure 6-7, except, the initial

electron phase velocities were spread according to the Gaussian distribution used in the

preceding section with a, = 50s-' This resulted in a gain decrease of about 5dB with

dampen synchrotron oscillation amplitudes as was seen in the preVious section. However,

in Figure 6-10, the same spread and distribution is used on a system of electrons in a

tapered magnetic field. Since the electrons start out so far off-resonance and move

toward resonance, the spread, a,, = 50s-', has less effect. Even though the final gain only

drops by about 1dB, electron bunching is not as obvious as before in Figure 6-6. Again,

the synchrotron oscillations are damped out more quickly due to the energy spread.

"**" Whistler Phase Space ****

bo=0.01/s wo=15400/s vo= 0.00 Vo=2

T=ls %h=6/s 6= 0.0O0 av=50

1000/s 10 log(I+G) 33dB

-7: 0 t Is

Figure 6-9. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for strong fields and high
gain with a Gaussian spread in initial phase velocity
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**** Whistler Phase Space ****

bo=0.01/s w0=15400/s vo=2721.40/s Vo=l

T=1s •h= 6 /s •= 0.15n av=50

VV

3500/s 1. . .. 1 0 log (I+G) 0d

-3500/si
-IT no t ls

Figure 6-10. Electron phase-space, VLF wave power and phase for strong fields and high
gain with a Gaussian spread in initial phase velocity and a tapered magnetic field.
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VII. LIMIT-CYCLE BEHAVIOR IN THE CEBAF
INFRARED FREE ELECTRON LASER (FEL)

A. FEL DESIGN AND OPERATION

Electron micropulses are the direct result of the typical accelerators used today. Most

accelerators use RF microwave cavities to add energy to the electrons. Since only t 30 of

the RF phase is used, the electron bunch that is accelerated must be small. Since the FEL

operation depends on small electron pulses, the light produced will also be pulsed. When

the optical wave envelope is comparable to the size of the electron micropulse, "short-

pulse" effects can occur. This chapter will discuss a significant short-pulse effect known

as limit-cycle behavior [Ref 27].

A FEL consists of three major components: the electron accelerator, the undulator,

and resonator as shown in Figure 7-1 [Ref 7].

relativistic electron beam

periodic magnetic field light

resonator undulator adjustable
mirror

Figure 7-1. Schematic of a FEL showing the major components.

An electron accelerator produces a relativistic electron beam in small packets called

micropulses. These micropulses are typically 1 mm of a side and contain approximately

1012 electrons. Micropulses are usually separated by several meters, Many micropulses in
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sequence to form a macropulse. In many FEL designs, the accelerator can only produce a

short length macropulse before the equipment must be cooled down. This is not the case

at the Continuous Electron Beam Acceleration Facility (CEBAF) where supercooled

components can continuously supply a "CW" macropulse.

After the electrons have been fully accelerated to speeds very close to the speed of

light ( 0.9999c), they are passed through an undulator. The undulator consists of magnets

that produce a transverse periodic magnetic field. The magnetic field strength in the

electron vacuum tube is typically 1 T. The undulator causes the electrons to undergo

periodic acceleration, which results in spontaneous radiation. The spontaneous radiation

is stored in the resonator shown in Figure 7-1. The light pulse, produced by an electron

micropulse, travels down to the end of the resonator and bounces back. The timing of the

FEL has to be such that when the light pulse reenters the undulator, a new micropulse is

entering also. After many passes, the light pulse and the electron micropulse couple

together which leads to stimulated emission. New light is added to the existing light pulse

to cause wave growth. This timing mechanism is called "synchronization". The coupling

of the light to the micropulse causes the electrons to "bunch" in phase so that they radiate

coherently. Once the light has reached a significant power level, it can be outcoupled

from the resonator to be used for many purposes such as medical research, microchip

lithography, or as a military weapon.

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE CEBAF IR FACILITY

The CEBAF began construction in 1987 in Newport News, Virginia to be used as a

center for nuclear physics research. The CEBAF superconducting, recirculating

accelerator will provide simultaneous electron beam energies from 0.8 to 4 GeV to three

experimental halls. First operation of the accelerator for physics research is scheduled for

1994. [Ref. 28]
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CEBAF's advanced accelerator physics and engineering capabilities will be used to

construct and operate two free electron lasers (FELs) that would operate in the infrared, X

3 36 to 17 Ptm, and in the ultra-violet, X = 150 to 260 nm. Each FEL would produce

average power outputs in the kilowatt range. [Ref 28]

Two dimensional computer simulations following the evolution of short optical and

electron pulses in coordinates t and : have predicted the CEBAF IR FEL will observe

limit-cycle behavior. Limit-cycle power oscillations are caused by "marching subpulses"

that grow at the trailing edge of the optical pulse through a super-radiant process, and

pass through the main optical envelope. The power evolution exhibits steady-state

oscillation as new optical pulses grow periodically [Ref 291. This behavior was predicted

some time ago [Ref. 27]; however, only one experiment has observed this phenomenon

[Ref 30]. This effect is interesting because the FEL's output optical power oscillates even

though all operation parameters are being held constant. The CEBAF IR FEL will

provide an excellent platform for observing and investigating limit-cycle behavior because

it produces a stable, continuous stream of high-quality electron micropulses comparable to

the "slippage distance," N', where Nis the number of periods in the undulator.

C. THE CEBAF IR FEL DESIGN

The first proposed CEBAF FEL, driven by the 45 MeV electron beam from the

CEBAF Injector, will produce an average output power of approximately I kW at the

baseline IR wavelengths of X 3.6 to 17 mim [Ref 28]. The CEBAF IR FEL is

summarized in Table 2.1. The CEBAF linacs will supply the FEL with a high-quality

electron beam with a high average power of 800 kW and a Ic',v energy spread of Ay,'y

0 001 The electron beam kinetic energy of,(y -l)mc 2 = 45 MeV yields a Lorentz factor of

y = 89, where m is the electron mass and c is the speed of light.
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Table 7-1 CEBAF T, FEL SPECIFICATIONS. [Ref. 29]
Electron kinetic energy (E) 45 MeV
Pulse repetition frequency 7.485 MHz

Fractional momentum spread 2 x 10-3
Electron bunch length 1 ps

Peak current (IU) 60 A
Normalized emittance (sa) 15 mm-mrad

Undulator length (L) 1.5 m
Undulator Wavelength (X,,) 6 cm

Number of periods (N) 25
Undulator type electromagnetic
K (maximum) 2.1
K (nominal) 1.76

Maximum field (B) 0.54 T
Rayleigh length (Z.) 0.75 m

Optical mode waist (W0 ) 1.5 mm @ 10 urm
Optical cavity length (S) 20.04 m
Electron beam radius (r,.) 0.031 cm

Pertinent dimensionless parameters describe the operation of the CEBAF IR FEL. 1lhe

dimensionless electron beam current, j, determines the reaction of the optical field to the

bunching of the electrons:

J 8N(eEKL)2 p[JJ1]2

.y3mc 2  '(1

where p is the electron beam particle density and K = eBXo / 2vf2_tmc2 is the undulator

parameter. The linearly-polarized undulator uses the factor "JJ', where JJJ() "J()

J, and J, are Bessel functions, and K K2 K 2(1 - K ) [Ref 23]. The FEL's

wavelength is

2(7.2)

and is tuned by adjusting the electron beam energy, y, or K in the undulator. The

dimensionless electron beam current can range betweenj = 1 to 5 for the CEBAF IR FEL

depending on the K value and the length of the undulator. The shape of the electron beam
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pulse is parabolic, where j(z) = j(l- 2: /) forj(:) > 0, or otherwise zero, where the

normalized electron pulse length is given by oy = 4/INk :- 1.4 for the CEBAF IR FEL The

dimensionless beam current j is given by (7 1) and : is the electron micropulse position

normalized to AX

While the optical pulse grows with each pass, optical losses in the resonator ;re

determined by the Q value so that enQ describes the decay in optical power over many

passes n. Typical Q values range from 20 to 100 depending on resonator cavity design

and optical outcoupling.

The desynchronism, d = -AS/NX, is a slight displacement of one of the resonator

mirrors by AS. This displacement is used to alter the travel time of the rebounding light

pulse in order to match the arrival of subsequent electron pulses [Ref 29]. Exact

synchronism between the light and the electron micropulse occurs when d = 0. Power

output and limit-cycle behavior are sensitive to slight variations in d.

D. LIMIT-CYCLE BEHAVIOR

In strong optical fields, electrons can become trapped in deep potential wells created

by the combined optical and undulator field forces. The optical field envelope displayed in

Figure 7-3 has the dimensionless amplitude a(z)= 41tNeKLE (z) / y mc2, where E(:) is

the complex optical electric field with all other terms previously defined. By looking at

the phase-space evolution of the electrons, it is observed that a field strength of tal = 4,t

causes one oscillation of the trapped electrons Electrons trapped near the bottom of the

potential well oscillate at the synchrotron frequency given by v, = jail 2 The oscillation of

the phase bunched elcctrons couples to the optical wave causing the amplitude, and the

phase to oscillate at the synchrotron frequency leading to sideband formation and the

trapped-particle instability. [Ref 29]

For the CEBAF short-pulsed IR FEL, the optical pulse travels down the undulator at

velocity c, while the electrons travel slightly slower with velocity F3oc The optical pulse
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overtakes the electron pulse as they move down the undulator and are separated by the

slippage distance, Nr at the end of the undulator. As the electron pulse slips back relative

to the optical pulse, the electrons continue to radiate coherently to form an optical

subpulse. This process accounts for the predominant optical growth in the rear of the

optical pulse. For typical FEL designs, the optical pulse is amplified preferentially in the

rear of the pulse, because of the relative motion between the electrons and the optical

pulse. As a result, the optical pulse centroid has a speed slightly less than c which must be

accounted for by the desynchronism, d [Ref 29]. Since d offsets the optical pulse relative

to the new electron micropulse, the subpulse formed by the super-radiant process moves

forward relative to the optical pulse. The subpulse's new spatial location is in a region of

higher gain and begins to grow. After many more passes, the subpulse decreases in size as

it moves to the front of the optical pulse into an electron deficient area of poor optical

coupling and low gain. This process causes the optical amplitude to cycle in response to

the train of subpulses that moves through it. This is illustrated in Figure 7-2 where the

evolution of the optical amplitude is shown. The relative optical power and pass number

are shown below each frame. The subpulses moving through the main optical envelope

cause the shape of the envelope to change in a periodic fashion over approximately 120

passes. The net result of this process, over many passes, is to periodically change the

shape under the optical spectrum and causes the optical power to oscillate as we!l. This

oscillation in optical power, while holding all operational parameters constant, is known as

"limit-cycle" behavior.
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a (z) Ia (z) a (z)

P=59, n=800 P=57, n=840 P=54, n=880

Ia(z) I la(z) I

P=56, n=920 P=59, n=960

Figure 7-2. Snapshots of the optical pulse envelope as it evolves over 160 passes. The

relative power and pass number are below each frame.

Figure 7-3 illustrates a simulation of the CEBAF IR FEL lasing at X = 10 pm with a

desynchronism of AS = -2.5 pim. From left to right, the three upper frames show the final

optical pulse shape, optical spectrum, and electron energy spectrum at the end of the

simulation. The middle three frames from left to right, show the evolution of the optical

pulse shape, optical power spectrum, and electron energy spectrum versus the undulator

pass number n. The bottom three frames display the electron pulse shape at the beginning

and end of the slippage process, the gain spectrum, and the optical power versus the

undulator pass number n. The slippage process is demonstrated by the relative positions

of the p.5,'olic electron pulses at the beginning, t = 0, and the end, T = 1, of the

undulator where T = alL is the dimensionless time. The spectral frames are plotted versus

the dimensionless phase velocity v = L[(k + ko)f3: - k]. The middle-left frame demonstrates

how the optical amplitude grows and moves to the right of the main optical pulse over

many passes. This results in periodic changes in the power spectrum width as seen in the

middle-center frame. The oscillations in the power spectrum can be seen in the lower-left

frame. The fractional amplitude of the total optical power is 11% and the period of

oscillation is 135 for the typical CEBAF parameters shown in Table 7-1. The initial
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optical amplitude a. = 1.0 and initial phase velocity v. = 2.6 do not affect the final results,

but were selected so that the optical power would achieve steady-state in a fewer number

of passes.

**** FEL Pulse Evolution *

J=2.5 z= 1.4 a,=l.0 vo=2.6
d=0.01 Q=30 N=25

Ia(zn) 0 --- = 38 P(vn) f(v,n)
". I

100

-8 z 8-50 50-50 v 50

J(z-T) 1 G(v) 0.31,[P(n) 63

-8 z 8 -50 v 500 n 1000

Figure 7-3. Simulation demonstrating the development of the optical amplitude, optical
power and electron spectrums, and limit-cycle behavior.

To investigate limit-cycle behavior further, the dimensionless parametersj, a,. and Q

are varied one at a time over the CEBAF IR FEL operating range. Simulations were run

and the fractional amplitude and frequency of oscillation were measured from figures

similar to Figure 7-3. The fractional amplitude is the average peak-to-trough height

divided by the average power once in steady-state. The relative frequency is the inverse of

the limit-cycle period normalized to the average period. The results of varying the

electron pulse length between 0.0 15 to 0.055 cm while] = 2.5, Q = 30, and d = 0 01 are

displayed in Figure 7-4. When a, is small, a lower limit threshold effect is observed until
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T. = 0.8, then limit-cycle behavior begins. While o. is small, poor coupling between the

electron and optical pulses lead to lower optical field strengths The optical field strength

is too low to cause the trapped-particle instability and side-band formation, so little or no

limit-cycle behavior is observed. This is illustrated in Figure 7-5 When o._ is too large,

optical fields are large enough to cause the trapped-particle instability and subpulses

These subpulses grow and move through the main optical pulse as seen in Figure 7-6

However, the area under the optical amplitude curve does not change significantly with

time Therefore, once steady-state is reached, the optical power does not vary in time and

limit-cycle behavior diminishes

Fractional Amplitude -U--- Frequency

0.16- 1 2

~0.12-'1
0.8 N Q

*= =0.08-

TE-0.4 0'LL < 0.04 Z LL

004

0.6 2.2
Dimensionless Electron Beam Pulse Length

(over the operating range)

Figure 7-4 Plot of the limit-cycle fractional amplitude and frequency versus the electron
micropulse length.
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**** FEL Pulse Evolution ****
J=2.5 oz=0*. 7 ao=l.0 vo=2. 6 i

d=0 .01 Q=30 N=25 i

Ia(zn)I 0 24 P(v,n) f(v,n)
SI II

1000

0 - -.-_-_

-8 z 8 -50 _ 50 -50 V 50

j(z-T) . . ... P(n) 33

-8 z 8 -50 v 500 n 1000

Figure 7-5. Simulation demonstrating the development of the optical amplitude, optical
power and electron spectrums for a short electron pulse length. Note poor overlap of the

electron pulse and optical pulse lead to weak optical fields and no sideband formation.

**** FEL Pulse Evolution ****
J=2.5 r2 =2.5 a0=1.0 vo=2.6

d=0.01 Q=30 N=25
Ia(z.n)I o0 j 5 4 P (v, n) f(v, n)

1000.

SI K.

-8 z 8_-50 50-50 v 50
jtt-o) G M) 135i

-8 z 8 -50 v 500 n 1000

Figure 7-6. Simulation demonstrating the development of the optical amplitude, optical
power and electron spectrums for a large electron pulse length. Note good overlap of the

electron pulse and optical pulse lead to strong fields, trapped-particle instability, and
sidebands, but no limit-cycle behavior.
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Figure 7-7 shows the limit-cycle response as the dimensionless electron beam current

is varied over the operating range while :. = 1.4, Q 30, and d = 001. The fractional

amplitude follows changes inj and the frequency changes very little over the operating

range Once j is increased to >_ 3.5, the sidebands are unstable and the optical power

becomes chaotic It would appear, at first, that only increasing the amount of charge in

the electron micropulse causes the fractional amplitude to change.

Fractional Amplitude Frequency

0.16 16

0.12 1.2

0 0 Z - 0

1.5 3.4

Dimensionless Electron Beam Current
(over the operating range)

Figure 7-7 Plot of the limit-cycle fractional amplitude and frequency versus the
dimensionless electron current.

Therefore, this was investigated by holding the total charge in the electron micropuise

constant. Whenj is increased, a. is decreased to keep their product conszai.--.- he results

of these simulations are shown in Figure 7-8 The fractional amplitude of the limit-cycle

power oscillations followsj, and does not remain constant with constant total zharge. The

fractional amplitude is greatest whenj is large and a. is small.
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Fractional Amplitude -- • Frequency

0.8000 - 1.6000

0.6000 1.2000

120
. '--0.4000 0.8000

I, <0.2000 -0.4000 ZIJ..

0.0000 0.0000
high current low current

Constant (Beam Current)*(Pulse Length)
(over the operating range)

Figure 7-8. Plot of the limit-cycle fractional amplitude and frequency while holding the
total charge in the micropulse constant.

The limit-cycle response to variations in the resonator loss parameter, Q, is shown in

Figure 7-9. These simulations were made while maintainingj = 2.5, o. = 1. 4 and d -- 0 01.

As expected, the fractional amplitude increases as Q is increased so that optical amplitudes

are large enough to cause the trapped-particle instability. Steady-state limit-cycle behavior

begins when Q _> 30 while the frequency is constant throughout the entire range Chaotic

behavior was observed when Q _> 50, and determines the upper limit of Figure 7-9.
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Fractional Amplitude -- Frequency

0.16 - 1.2

0.12 .u

0 .04
= 0.08

LL < 0.04 -zu ..

0 0
21 40

Resonator Q Value
(over operating range)

Figure 7-9 Plot of the limit-cycle fractional amplitude and frequency while holding the
total charge in the micropulse constant.

Limit-cycle behavior is interesting because the optical power oscillates even though

all operational parameters are held constant. Few facilities are capable of observing this

phenomenon, because engineering constraints and limitations. The CEBAF IR FEI_ is

predicted to observe limit-cycle behavior because of the high-quality, continuous stream of

stable electron micropulses employed. Using computer simulations, the optical power

oscillations due to limit-cycle behavior are observed over the entire operating range of the

CEBAF IR FEL. The effects are most pronounced for largej, moderate d, and 0 •_ 50.

For the parameters used in this thesis, limit-cycle oscillation amplitudes follow the optical

field amplitude unlessj is a competing parameter, in which case the oscillation amplitudes

followj.
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E. SIMILARITIES BETWEEN FELS AND WHISTLER-MODE
AMPLIFICATION (WMA)

The experimental development of whistlers and the theoretical development of FELs

has steadily matured over the years, each with its own successes and shortcomings. In this

thesis, a study has been made of the interaction between electrons and whistler-mode

waves from the FEL viewpoint. Because of the many similarities between whistlers and

FELs, a fresh insight into the complex world of magnetospheric phenomena could lead to

benefits for both communities. Some of the areas common to both subjects include:

I The FEL and the whistler interaction utilize electrons in periodic transverse motion

coupled to electromagnetic radiation. In both cases, the electrons are accelerated by

magnetic fields that cause their "macroscopic" motion.

2. Amplification in both the FEL and the whistler involves narrow band radiation that

can be amplified by several thousand.

3. The evolution of the "microscopic" motion of the electrons in phase-space is

described by the pendulum equation for both the FEL and the whistler.

4 A microwave FEL utilizes a waveguide with a dispersion relationship, nco = ck, just as

the ducted VLF wave does.

5. The electron distribution functions are important to both the FEL and whistler-mode

amplification

6. Tapered magnetic fields occur naturally in the magnetosphere, and are also used in

FELs to increase the amplification after saturation.

7 Non-linear effects such as saturation, particle-trapping, and synchrotron oscillations

are common to both systems.

8. Simple mathematical relationships that predict weak/strong field regimes, low/high

gain regimes, bunching times, the trapped-particle synchrotron frequency, and the final

gain levels are common to both systems. [Ref 26]
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There are numerous benefits to modeling the whistler interaction region using

established FEL physics. Being able to use a ground-based FEL to study the interactions

that occur in the magnetosphere allows reproducible, cost effective experiments to be

conducted. On the other hand, better understanding of whistler-mode amplification would

enhance communication and navigation systems.
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VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

A. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF SIPLE STATION DATA

The analysis of the data received from Siple Station has only begun. In this thesis,

macroscopic characteristics of the data were investigated. Simple correlations between

saturated power levels were made. Further analysis is required to answer many scientific

questions about the data:

(1) What is the role and importance of triggered emissions in explaining the observed

wave phenomena?

(2) How does the triggered emission growth and frequency dependence change over

different time scales?

(3) Which cold and hot plasma parameters could, in principle, be derived from

measurements made of the VLF wave's growth and saturation?

(4) Which time variations are attributed to propagation effects such as ionospheric

transmission or loss, and which variations are attributed to hot plasma effects?

(5) What is the range of energies and pitch angles for the hot electrons in order to explain

the observed experimental data?

(6) What is the potential for hot plasma diagnostics using both ground based wave

injection facilities and natural whistler signals?

(7) Are the time variations seen in the 10 hour segment analyzed consistent with the data

after that period?

B. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE SIMULATION

The simulation used up to this point properly handles the inhomogeneous

geomagnetic field and allows for initial energies to be spread randomly using a Gaussian

distribution. This distribution, however, is to simplistic. Data analyzed by Schield and

Frank [Ref 3 1] indicate that the electrons may be distributed according to an inverse
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power law, E- with n ranging from 2 to 4 for electrons with energies between I and 6

keV However, the complications do not stop there Not only must the electron's total

energy be distributed properly, but their pitch angles must also be distributed correctly

with the loss cone in mind The problem with the distribution functions fv) and ,(1) is

complicated because they may vary significantly with magnetic activity and particle

injection events. Also, the lack of satellite data for electrons with energies I- I keV at

large L values greater than four makes formulating a distribution function that much more

difficult

Up to now, little progress has been made to accurately describe triggered emissions.

Some simulations show emissions sweeping over small a frequency range, but none have

predicted sweeps that match the observed changes of 500 Hz out of 2500 Hz. [Refs. 32

and 33]. Therefore, further theoretical work needs to be done in order to predict the

endless amount of observed triggered emission data.

Even though sidebands were produced in the simulations due to the trapped-particle

instability, the origin of the observed experimental sidebands is still under question. Some

ideas are that the sidebands are the result of VLF signal modulation with the Canadian

power grid, or signal modulation with the transmitter auxiliary equipment [Ref 33]

Another idea is that the VLF waves are transmitted into different lateral ducts. This

would cause a small phase shift between the waves due to their different paths which

would cause a low frequent) modulation, but no change in the reception time-delay of the

signals would be noticed. In either case, this issue needs to be resolved

C. MORE ON LIMIT-CYCLE BEHAVIOR

Many simulations were run using the nominal CEBAF IR FEL parameters in order to

investigate the severity of limit-cycle behavior However, explanations that describe the

results of the variations seen in the dimensionless current, resonator Q, and constant total

charge have not been made. The results presented in Chapter VII need to be investigated
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more closely in order to offer a theoretical explanation. Also, simulations need to be

performed that vary the desynchronism while monitoring the limit-cycle fractional

amplitude. Therefore, the results could be compared to the experimental results recently

seen in Holland [Ref. 30].
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

Whistler waves and triggered emissions have long been a source of signal degradation

for military communication and navigation systems. The Navy's primary interest in

whistlers arose because of the strong need for clear, uninterrupted VLF communications

with ballistic submarines. Motivation for the study of whistlers is outlined in Chapter II.

Siple Station was an excellent platform for launching VLF waves to (1) study the effects

of VLF wave propagation through the magnetosphere, (2) better understand the

magnetospheric wave-particle interaction, including wave-growth, saturation, sidebands,

and triggered emissions, (3) form the methodology for a hot plasma diagnostic tool, and

(4) describe the time scales over which magnetospheric events take place.

In order to compare the saturation level of one amplified signal to another, the

propagation conditions must be known, or at least constant. In the data presented in

Chapter IV, the propagation conditions were assumed to be constant. This assumption is

valid because (1) the time-delay between the transmitted and received signals was constant

over the period, (2) the signal strengths for Signals #2a and #2b were constant over the

period, (3) no evidence of multipath propagation for the frequency ramps was observed,

and (4) no temporal spreading of constant frequency pulses was observed. Therefore, the

difference between the relative saturation levels of two signals can be attributed to hot

plasma effects. By normalizing all of the relative power levels to the same initial power

level, as was done in Chapter IV, relative gain in the interaction region was obtained.

Using computer simulations, as in Chapter VI, to "fit" most of the observed variations of

the data, an idea of the hot electron density responsible for those variations was obtained.

By observing the variations seen in the saturation levels of the transmitted data, trends

are established that determine a characteristic time scale that gives insight into what type

of phenomena caused the variation. By comparing two similar signals, saturation levels

remained constant over about a 30 second time scale. Yet, signals could change abruptly
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over a 5-15 minute and 1-2 hour time scale. Assuming an interaction length of - 2000 km

[Ref 34], a typical interaction time would be 0. 1 second. Also, from Chapter III, a

nominal bounce time is 6 seconds. Both the interaction time and the bounce time occur

too quickly to explain the variations seen in the data, However, the drift motion of an

electron out of a field-aligned duct can take , 30 minutes, and injection events of new hot

electrons can occur over 5 minutes to many hours. Both of these events could be used to

explain the variations seen in the experimental data.

The wave-particle interaction between a hot electron and a VLF wave is non-linear.

Therefore, effects can occur that would not be possible in a linear amplification system. A

notable non-linear effect that was observed for these data was a threshold power. The

threshold power is a power level a signal must be above before exponential wave-growth

occurs. Experimental evidence that confirms the presence of a threshold power include

(1) signal strengths for the left-hand polarized waves were below the threshold power, and

therefore did not amplify, (2) direct measurements of the threshold power were possible

using the transmitted power ramp, Signal #7, and (3) initial transmitted power levels for

Signal #5 were above the threshold power, and therefore demonstrated exponential

growth immediately.

Computer simulations are used in Chapter VI that solve the self-consistent equations

of motion for each hot electron in the presence of a VLF wave and the earth's magnetic

field. These simulations show that the electrons bunch around two points in one

wavelength of light. The amount of gain is primarily dependent on the density of hot

electrons and to a lesser extent on, the input wave amplitude (bo), the initial perpendicular

velocity (V,), and the initial phase velocity (v,). This occurs for both the homogeneous

and non-homogeneous cases. Also, the presence of the tapered magnetic field causes four

distinguishing characteristics to be noted. First, the onset of wave-growth is delayed until

the electrons move closer into resonance. Second, there is a phase decrease until

saturation occurs, then the wave's phase advances. For the homogeneous case, the VLF
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wave's phase advances immediately. Third, for the tapered case, the steady-state

synchrotron oscillations damp out as the electrons move out of the region of the strong

VLF field. For the homogeneous case, the electrons remained trapped in the VLF wave's

potential well and execute synchrotron motion. Fourth, using an energy spread had less of

an effect on the tapered simulations than the non-tapered simulations. In fact, using an

energy spread had little or no effect on the final power obtained in the tapered simulations,

but did affect the phase and synchrotron motion.

Finally, limit-cycle behavior in the CEBAF IR FEL is discussed in Chapter VII. The

seventy of the limit-cycle behavior is measured in terms of the fractional amplitude of the

oscillations. These oscillations were observed across the operating range for the CEBAF

IR FEL parameters. In particular, the electron pulse length, dimensionless current,

constant total charge, and resonator Q were varied while monitoring the fractional

amplitude and frequency of limit-cycle oscillations. These results are plotted in Chapter

VII. Limit-cycle oscillations were most severe for large electron beam current, low

resonator losses, and moderate values of the electron pulse length.

Suggestions for further work are presented in Chapter VIII. These include a more

detailed look at the Siple Station data in order to correlate the growth rates to the

saturation levels. There is a need to find more clear-cut cases where the threshold power

level effect can be seen. Computer simulations for the VLF wave-particle interactions

need to include realistic energy distributions. More theoretical work needs to be

accomplished in order to explain triggered emissions. Limit-cycle behavior needs to be

studied while varying the desynchronism in order to compare the results that were seen

recently in Holland [Ref 30]. A strong, continuing effort needs to be put forth in order

extract the advantages from both the whistler interaction and FELs
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APPENDIX A. ATLAS OF WHISTLER AND TRIGGERED
EMISSION TYPES [REF. 21

W,,wsy~itr Tyrrs

Type end flefinfiitn ralmi I

1. One-hop (Thos'i) A. A

A %%tiistier thit hits Irowerscd one comprlete
path through the lono,.tphere.

It. Twoe-hop (ion?~)
A whklclr thit hwti trnver-ed In -tequel ce
two comtptete r.1111 ithrotigit tue lono-ptiete. I.
The two rathq mnty or may not be the sontie.

A comitibnotion of at one-imp oind nt t%%o-hop
whistler originating In the iinme source.

IV. Frito frelIf
A. Odd order: A %ucce-tilon (it echiocq of it
one-hop %lilitter. t)cin)q iiqIgtIIy III trill"
11:3 5: 7, etc. Cooltt'on~eott¶ c ICYd one-hep.
three-her. flve-hop. etc.
R. VIven older - A %tucet~ion of echoet fit n e
Iwo-Ito 0 wh11%fer. fclenyqt 11111111v In rioti
2:446,etc. cornttonent% crilled two-.ilop.rour-hop. six-hop. etc.

V. Afuifilpfereopnpiomnrn .

A. Mutitpitti: A %Itistler %lilt N~o or
mote comtponents, each or nlmcis inta tnr-
vented a different pnth through the lone-
-tphere.
ii. Mhted-ptimt - A ointiltlie "til-fter III` tf jQI
tir iitoti hoipq In-lklt icimlt inhitntl.,tq .tt file
bnqic one-hop pothis occur.

Vt. Afialilplr. ,'tirr (mistueiI/?.thi) A..

Two or more whi-ttlerot cioqely notqocinted in
time, but havlng different tucs

VII. Nfore
A %oiwiicr %ihote riet iicitcy tilii tnt 'Ce
exhltifi' littitl rkhi g n tit t hlifig Iiiasittlict.
The deinylit mitntlnintiit o ite noserititiciticy I

fn .

A whititier flint lin.t comtpleted noily a frietlitt
of a one-'top path (offten obsterved fronm a
probe or vitel~ife).
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APPENDIX B. SAMPLE CALCULATION OF
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS IN THE INTERACTION

REGION USING MATHCAD 3.1®

Input required constants and initial conditions:

Earth's radius. L-shell Equatorial pitch angle:

30 •
Ro r6370"0.m L -51 =3o rad

180

Electron charge: Electron mass: Electron energyý

e - 16.1019 coul M z 9.315-10-31 kg E - 1500-, 16.1019 joule

Compute the radial distance of the magnetic field line as a function of latitiude-

Geomagnetic latitiude Geocentric radius: For this example.
of field line at Ro:

I Cos,)'

Xo acos ± R(k) Ro- ko = 63.717. deg
• L)! cos (ko),'

Compute the gyro-frequency (Hz) of the electron as a function of latitiude [Ref 2]:

R 3 1

f(k.) - 886000/ 'o ; Y1 - 3.sin(.)

Compute the adiabatic invariant (g.) at the equator [Ref 19]:

e 2e E (sm(axo))
M,

j)k --

2 7t f(0)
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Compute the arc length (m) from the equator as a function of latitude [Ref 2]:

I Ro - -

i ". ...... asinh -,3 sin(X 3 sin( '.) cosh asinh ,3 sin(i.i
I co-s ( 'o) ) ., 3

Compute the parallel velocity (m/sec) of the electron as a function of latitude:

vpI( 2 4 it p, Compute bounce latitiude: Xb 0 57
AM e

Compute the perpendicular velocity (m/sec) and the pitch angleý

F. -2vpl(X')

%id(i) 2 - vpl('.) c•Z(.)1 acos --
M E

Compute the differential arc length element

d
dsp.) -S(1.)

dX

Compute the bounce period (sec):

ds ;p.)
Tb(X) 4 -----. xb(Xb) =5 151-sec

-0

Check the bounce period using different formulation [Ref. 11]:

Compute the total velocity (m/sec):

F% 2 --v = 2 2 7 " 1 0 7 " - --

-M, 5sec
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Form the Liemohn (1961), Hess (1968) and Roederer (1970) function [Ref 35]:

2

Ft.) : cos(k) I 3sin(k)

2 2\
stn(clo) I . - 3.sin(k)

6 !
cos(k) 

6

Form the bounce period integral equation:

tb(Xb) z 4.Ro.-b F(k) a
V.0

Calculate the bounce period (sec): (Same result as above)

rb(kb) =5.151 .sec

Input additional parameters:

Equatorial electron VLF wave Speed of light: Angular velocity constant
density (e/cc): frequency (Hz): for electrons [Ref 351

I'I 10 4 8 M4rad
Neo I fw =2450 c 3.0- 10 a 6.1087.10

L3 sec sec

Compute the angular bounce drift velocity function [Ref 35]:

2 ' 2 ) 2 \ , 5

I 2 1,4- 3cos( I, -sin(k) Cos(;)
V(k) aRo-L - 3 - 2sin(ao) 6 .- f - - 1

2 ko()6
-3cos(4)2)

Compute the average drift period (hr) [Ref 35]:

"kbi

4 V - - - 3 d k rd = 2 . x t d = 5 6 .7 7 6 h r

"tb(kb)'v/ cos(k) 2'cos(ca(x)) 4avg

.0
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Form a range of latitudes:

I u 10 ;0.r, -. ... rad10

Convert the gyro and VLF wave frequency to angular units:

rad rad•2)•-2 in f(ij --- o 2.r 1W--
sec sec

Compute the dipole approximation function and the electron density profile [Ref 20]

D( I - 45 Ne(.) Neo D(.)
L Ro

Compute the plasma frequency: Compute the wave number:

1 .2
tp( ) 18000 x , Ne( ) ..radp( .2

Sec c 0) (0(X) (I)

Plot the electron density (e/cc), gyro-frequency, and the plasma frequency
versus latitude from the equator:

300 1 1 1 1"106 1 1 1

'00
Ne ýr, / "-

100 _a0ri, 5.105 4

c k krf,- .

0 ,
0 10 20 30 40

180Af 0 10 20 30 40

electron density 180

I

-- gyro frequency
plasma frequency

- c*wave number
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Plot the pitch angle and parallel velocity component (m/sec)
versus latitude from the equator:

80 1 1 2-107

60
180CL ki __ vpl ,I l 1.107

I

40 -

201 0 1 1 I 1
0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40

180 180

II I

- pitch angle parallel velocity
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APPENDIX C. PERFORMANCE CALCULATION OF THE
SIPLE STATION HORIZONTAL DIPOLE ANTENNA

USING MATHCAD 3.1®

Enter the input parameters in MKS:

Antenna frequency, phase velocity, intrinsic impedence, length and height above
ground [Ref. 12]1

f 750 sec vp 2 17 108 M q1 415 ohm L 42000 n h 6 rn
SLC

Enter the free space intrinsic impedence and permeability:

7 henry
rio 377 ohm P. 4,t1 - -1-

m

Compute the wavelength, wave number and angular frequency:

% ... - 2 f
f

Enter the attenuation coefficient (c) and phase shift constant (j3) for free space (0)
and the antenna ( 1 ).

(1o0 - ) J 0 cal - 1.7 10 [31 -22 10

Compute the complex propagation constant for free space (0) and antenna (1) [Ref. 12]

-to (•1 - I3o 71 - ol - i-01

Compute the reflection coefficient [Ref 15]:

q I cos1O) flo cos asin,'- sin(O),
R h ý 1) - Y.. . .

"1 cos(O) - io Cos asin Yosin(O0
yl
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Enter the antenna's current distribution and the rectangular-to-polar
conversion function [Refs. 12 & 15]:

3 2itx 5
I(x) : - cos 2 - 2 amp 6(0,o) = sum(O).cos(w)

"2 14640.m "•

Formulate an intermediate integral over the antenna's length and tlee
spherical coordinate radial function to be used in next step [Ref 15]:

"L

INT(0,1) Ihx).exp(i-k-x-6(0,0)) dx g(r) = exp(-1kr)
L 4.-x r
S2

Compute the vector potential in spherical coordinates [Ref 15]:

cos() g(r). N'T(0,)

Al(r,O,c) 0kgm
coul sec

-sinW-b)g(r)-/N'I(0* II

A( r,0,ý) Al (r,0,0) (exp(ikh-cos(0)) - Rh(O).exp(i k-hcos(O)))

Compute the electric and magnetic field vectors from the vector potential [Ref i5]ý

O0kg.m 0kg m

coul sec coulsec

EIir,0.•) I (,Arr,0,d 1. H(r,I,') ....

A(r,O,ý) 2
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Compute the Poynting vector magnitude (S) and prepare it for integration (F) [Ref 15]:

S r,, 0,) E _1 E(r,0, 0).E(r,0,0) F(r,O,*) - S(r,O,0) r sin(())
2q I

Integrate the Poynting vector in spherical coordinates over the upper hemisphere of
the antenna to obtain the total power radiated in Watts [Ref. 15]:

"0 "

P,%%er(0.t) : F(I -m., 0 ) &D do

.0 -0

Final power when integrated from 0 = 0 to 7t/2 and 0 = 0 to 21z is P = 306 Watts.
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